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Abstract

Outlier detection remains a heated area due to its essential role in a wide range of appli-

cations, including intrusion detection, fraud detection in finance, medical diagnosis, etc.

Local Outlier Factor (LOF) has been one of the most influential outlier detection techniques

over the past decades. LOF has distinctive advantages on skewed datasets with regions

of various densities. However, the traditional centralized LOF faces new challenges in the

era of big data and no longer satisfies the rigid time constraints required by many modern

applications, due to its expensive computation overhead. A few researchers have explored

the distributed solution of LOF, but existant methods are limited by their grid-based data

partitioning strategy, which falls short when applied to high-dimensional data.

In this thesis, we study efficient distributed solutions for LOF. A baseline MapReduce

solution for LOF implemented with Apache Spark, named MR-LOF, is introduced. We

demonstrate its disadvantages in communication cost and execution time through complex-

ity analysis and experimental evaluation. Then an approximate LOF method is proposed,

which relies on locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) for partitioning data and enables fully

distributed local computation. We name it MR-LOF-LSH. To further improve the approx-

imate LOF, we introduce a process called cross-partition updating. With cross-partition

updating, the actual global k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) of the outlier candidates are found,

and the related information of the neighbors is used to update the outlier scores of the

candidates. The experimental results show that MR-LOF achieves a speedup of up to 29

times over the centralized LOF. MR-LOF-LSH further reduces the execution time by a

factor of up to 9.9 compared to MR-LOF. The results also highlight that MR-LOF-LSH

scales well as the cluster size increases. Moreover, with a sufficient candidate size, MR-

LOF-LSH is able to detect in most scenarios over 90% of the top outliers with the highest

LOF scores computed by the centralized LOF algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter first introduces the background of outlier detection. Then we focus on what

motivates the research in outlier detection and what is aimed to achieve, after which the

main contributions of the thesis are summarized. Lastly, it gives an outline of the thesis.

1.1 Background

In the earliest days, detecting outliers was motivated by data cleansing: removing outliers

from the dataset so that parametric statistical models would be able to fit the training data

more smoothly. Soon more attention has been turned towards outliers themselves as out-

liers often represent interesting and critical information, e.g., cyber-attacks in a network,

mechanical faults caused by defective industrial equipment, erroneous [3] or malicious [4,5]

behavior of a wireless sensor network device, etc. Moreover, with the fast development

of the techonology in many domains, data escalate in complexity and volumes. For in-

stance, various emerging protocols have been developed for wireless sensor networks [6–8]

to address different challenges: coverage issues [9], energy efficiency [10, 11], security [12],

etc. Hence, plenty of research efforts have been devoted to developing high-performance

outlier detection techniques to suit the complexity and massiveness of contemporary data.

Real-life application scenarios include:

• Intrusion detection systems [13–16]: detecting unusual and malicious activities in

computer systems or network systems, based on collected data such as operating

system calls and network traffic.
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• Fraud detection: identifying credit card frauds [17], financial transaction frauds [18],

insurance claim frauds [19], etc.

• Medical anomaly diagnosis [20, 21]: discovering potential disease risks or abnormal

patient conditions based on the data collected by medical equipment.

• Fault or defect detection in industrial equipment and products [22,23].

• Anomaly detection in wireless sensor networks [24]: detecting unexpected anoma-

lous behaviors of the devices caused by unreliable power sources, unstable network

connectivity, etc.

• Anomaly detection in urban traffic flow [25]: identifying unexpected and deviant flow

values that could be caused by traffic congestions [26], traffic accidents, etc.

Outlier detection is challenging. One important reason is the lack of labeled data due

to the rarity of outlier instances. Thus many methods are inherently unsupervised. A

typical kind of outlier detection task is: given a set of data instances, identifying those

instances (could be a fixed number) that deviate significantly from the rest. However,

it is hard to propose a universal mathematical measurement for deviation that suits all

datasets and scenarios. Moreover, due to the unsupervised nature, there is a gap between

statistically eccentric instances and the instances of interest to users in real life. Over the

years, a plethora of research works have emerged in the literature. On the one hand, state-

of-the-art techniques (e.g., subsampling and ensembling [27], density peak clustering [28],

deep learning [29], etc.) are being adopted to develop general, accurate, and efficient out-

lier detectors. On the other hand, with the rapid advancement of technologies in various

domains (e.g., computer hardware, electronic devices, Internet applications, medical equip-

ment, financial infrastructure, etc.), data come in larger quantities and higher complexity.

Thus outlier detection faces new challenges: identifying outliers in data with extremely

high dimensionality, in unbounded large volumes of data streams, and in distributed data

of large scales, etc.

1.2 Motivation and Objective

As introduced in the previous section, outlier detection is a significant data mining tech-

nique that plays a crucial role in a broad range of applications. Local Outlier Factor
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(LOF) [30] has become one of the most popular outlier detection methods over the past

decades and has inspired plenty of subsequent works [31–34]. Based on the local relative

density, LOF is very effective at identifying outliers in datasets containing regions of very

different densities.

However, new challenges emerge with the advent of the big data era. Due to the

increasing availability of digital information as well as the advancement of technologies

for capturing and storing data at a low price, the amount of business data is growing

exponentially. A study by McKinsey [35] has reported an annual growth of up to 40% in

stored data.

With a large scale of datasets to process, traditional centralized data mining and ma-

chine learning methods fall short for a few reasons. First, the resources of an individual

computer may not be sufficient to perform the computation tasks, due to limitations in

disk storage, memory and CPU. Second, the centralized algorithms may not be able to

satisfy the rigid time constraints required by many modern applications, e.g., real-time big

data analytic applications. Moreover, the datasets themselves are tending to become more

distributed.

Due to the complex nature of the LOF method combined with the big data challenge,

a distributed solution for LOF is highly desirable. Yan et al. [36] recently proposed the

first distributed solution for LOF in MapReduce, which has exhibited promising perfor-

mance in processing time. However, a critical limitation of their work is the grid-based

data partitioning strategy they have adopted to enable the fully distributed processing of

individual partitions, which makes it unsuitable for high-dimensional data. The reason is

that the number of partitions grows exponentially with the number of data dimensions.

This may lead to two issues: sparse partitions when the number of dimensions is high and

the data size is comparatively small; and high duplication rate. We will elaborate on the

latter.

Suppose each data attribute is split into t bins and there are m attributes in total,

there will be tm partitions in the grid. In their approach, each partition is extended with

a supporting area, which may contain the data points the core partitions needs for the

k-NN search. During the k-NN search, the data points in the supporting area are copied

and transferred to the core partition from nearby partitions in the grid. The number

of adjacent partitions of each partition is 2m. If the supporting area of a partition is

extensive in a dimension, it can span several other partitions in that dimension. Thus, a

data point can appear in the supporting areas of many other partitions. This means that

3



the duplication rate of the data points and thus the communication overhead in the cluster

are also exponential to the number of data dimensions.

To address the high dimension issue as well as the big data challenge, we take a different

path where we adopt a data partitioning approach based on two-layered locality-sensitive

hashing (LSH). We aim to develop a LOF solution that is highly distributed and thus

achieve an enormous gain in execution time compared to the centralized algorithm.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows.

First, a baseline MapReduce solution for LOF in Spark, named MR-LOF, is described.

We also conduct complexity analysis, which reveals its high communication and computa-

tion overhead. Although compared to the centralized LOF method, it can still significantly

reduce the processing time.

Then a distributed approximate LOF method in Spark is proposed, which exploits LSH

for data partitioning to enable a fully distributed fashion of data processing. We name it

MR-LOF-LSH.

We also develop a strategy called cross-partition updating for MR-LOF-LSH, in which

the actual global k-NN and related information are collected for the outlier candidates.

We introduce cross-partition updating in hope of producing more accurate approximations

of LOF.

Finally, extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the baseline method and MR-

LOF-LSH. We compare the execution time of centralized LOF, MR-LOF and MR-LOF-

LSH. Experiments on the scalability of MR-LOF-LSH are also performed. We also evaluate

the accuracy of MR-LOF-LSH by varying different parameters. Both real world and syn-

thetic datasets are used, which are representative of many usage scenarios and exhibit

variances in the results. The results demonstrate the promising performance of MR-LOF-

LSH.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We begin with the introduction of necessary

preliminaries in Chapter 2, in which we talk about the MapReduce paradigm, the Spark

framework as well as LSH. Chapter 3 is the literature review. We give the definitions of an

outlier and present different categories of outliers. We briefly discuss supervised and semi-

supervised outlier detection methods in literature then focus on unsupervised methods.

In Chapter 4, we present both the baseline distributed LOF method and our proposed

MR-LOF-LSH. Experiments and evaluations are described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter presents the preliminaries to the proposed methods. We first gvie an intro-

duction of the MapReduce paradigm and Apache Spark. Then we give information about

LSH.

2.1 MapReduce and Spark

2.1.1 MapReduce

MapReduce [37], introduced in 2004, is a paradigm of computation for distributed and

parallel processing of large-scale datasets. The abstraction of MapReduce is inspired by

the map and reduce primitives in functional languages. MapReduce has several implemen-

tations, including Google’s internal implementation and the popular open-source Hadoop1.

A MapReduce implementation usually takes care of task scheduling, hardware faults, task

failures and communication among the machines in a cluster. Users only need to write two

types of functions: map and reduce, which specifies how the data should be processed. In

most cases, the data to be processed are stored in a distributed file system such as HDFS2.

The MapReduce framework takes into consideration the data locality [38] in order to have

data blocks processed in a nearby computation machine so that the bandwidth overhead

can be minimized.

1https://hadoop.apache.org/
2https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/stable/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-hdfs/HdfsUserGuide.html
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In short, a typical MapReduce computation consists of three procedures: map, shuffle

and reduce.

• Map: A number of map tasks each take one or more data partitions/chunks from

the distributed file system and convert them into a sequence of key-value pairs. The

map functions written by users determine what these key-value pairs are like and

how they are generated.

• Shuffle: The key-value pairs generated from various data partitions are sorted by

their keys globally so that the those with the same key can be sent together to a

reduce task assigned to deal with specific keys.

• Reduce: Each reduce task deals with a set of keys. All the key-value pairs with the

same key are combined in a way defined by the reduce functions created by the user,

for example, summing up the values.

Figure 2.1: Word Count: a MapReduce example

A simple example called “Word Count” is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. What Word

Count does is to count the occurrences of each word in the input text file. Firstly, the

file is partitioned and stored in a distributed file system. The map tasks are defined to

create key-value pairs with the word encountered as the key and 1 as the value. Through

shuffling, key-value pairs with the same key are grouped and sent to the same reduce task.

Then the reduce tasks sum up the number of occurrences for each individual word. The

final output is created by merging the intermediate results of reduce tasks.

7



2.1.2 Apache Spark

Over the years, Hadoop MapReduce became a very popular MapReduce implementation

for cluster computation. However, Hadoop suffers from a number of shortcomings, which

have motivated the invention of Apache Spark [39]. Hadoop MapReduce is built around

an acyclic data flow model, in which the intermediate results of individual operations

are repeatedly written and read from the disk. This model is not capable of efficiently

expressing many popular applications such as some machine learning algorithms (e.g.,

SVM, k-means clustering) that reuse the dataset multiple times to optimize the output

models. Apache Spark, on the other hand, completes the data processing in memory and

thus often outperforms Hadoop MapReduce by more than 10 times. Aside from batch tasks,

Apache Spark can also respond to interactive queries in real time due to the memory-based

property while Hadoop suffers from long latency.

As the most actively developed open source framework for parallel and distributed data

processing on clusters, Spark supports multiple popular programming languages such as

Scala, Python, Java and R. The core abstraction of Spark is called resilient distributed

datasets (RDDs), which represents a fault-tolerant immutable (read-only) collection of

objects distributed across a cluster of machines. Users can specify how they want the data

to be processed by manipulating the RDDs with two types of operation: transformation and

action, which will be covered in detail later. In additional to Spark Core, which performs

tasks similar to Hadoop MapReduce, Apache Spark also encompasses several extensional

components based on Spark Core, namely Spark SQL3, Spark Streaming4, MLlib5 and

GraphX6.

2.1.2.1 Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 2.2, there are three components in the architecture of Apache Spark

running in the cluster mode: the cluster manager, the Spark driver and executors. The

Spark driver and executors constitute a Spark application while the cluster manager is a

pluggable external service that allocates resources across applications. There exist various

choices for the cluster manager, including Apace YARN7, Apache Mesos8 and Spark’s

3https://spark.apache.org/sql/
4https://spark.apache.org/streaming/
5https://spark.apache.org/mllib/
6https://spark.apache.org/graphx/
7https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/current/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarn-site/YARN.html
8http://mesos.apache.org/
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built-in standalone cluster manager. The driver is the central coordinator process where

the main method in the user program runs. The driver is responsible for mainly two duties:

converting a user program into units of physical execution called tasks and scheduling tasks

in appropriate executors taking into consideration of data locality. As for executors, they

are processes running on the machines in the cluster that perform computation. The results

are either returned to the driver or output to the distributed file system. Executors also

provide in-memory storage for cached RDDs.

Figure 2.2: Apache Spark Architecture [1]

A typical process of running a Spark application on a cluster is as follows [40]: the user

submit an application, and the driver program is launched; the driver program commu-

nicates with the cluster manager for allocation of resources to launch executors; cluster

manager starts executors which can interact with the driver; the driver runs through the

program submitted by the user and send the tasks (including the related application code

in the form of JAR or Python files) to the executors; executors perform the computation

defined by the tasks and save the results.

2.1.2.2 Resilient Distributed Datasets

The core abstraction of Spark is called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD). An RDD is

an immutable collection of objects distributed in multiple partitions across the nodes in a

cluster. Essentially, all the data processing work is comprised of three types of operations:

9



creating new RDDs, transforming RDDs and computing a result from RDDs. To create an

RDD, the user can load an external dataset or distributing an existing collection of objects

in the driver program. RDD has two types of functions: transformations and actions.

Transformations derive a new RDD from an existing one (e.g., map function applies a

function on every element of the RDD and the collection of the individual results becomes

the new RDD) while actions do computations and output a result to the driver program or

save it to an external storage system (e.g., reduce function performs an aggregate operation

on the collection of objects and return a single result to the driver). The objects in RDDs

are distributed and the operations performed on RDDs are also parallel and distributed.

Note that transformations and actions are different because transformations are lazy.

This means that the RDDs are not materialized until an action is performed. The ad-

vantage of this lazy style is that only the data needed to get the result will be computed

after Spark knows the entire chain of transformations. For fault-tolerance considerations,

related information is maintained so that when a partition of an RDD is lost, that partic-

ular partition of an RDD can be rebuilt. It is also important to know that the feature of

persisting an RDD can greatly improve the efficiency of an application. This is due to the

fact that RDDs are recomputed every time when an action is run. Thus it is recommended

to persist the RDDs that are used repeatedly.

2.2 Locality-Sensitive Hashing

Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) was first introduced in [41] to address the approximate

nearest neighbors problem in the Euclidean space. The general idea behind LSH is to

hash items with different hash functions, which are designed to make similar items have a

higher probability to be hashed to the same buckets than those items that are less similar

to each other. Since then, different LSH families have been developed for different dis-

tance measures, including Jaccard distance [42] [43], Cosine distance [44] and Euclidean

distance [45]. Besides, some variants focus on improving the speed of existing LSH fami-

lies [46].LSH has been adopted for various problems, such as high dimensional similarity

search [47] [48], outlier detection [49] and distributed clustering [50]. LSH is also well used

in the IT industry. For instance, Google uses sim-hash to assess whether a newly crawled

web page is a near-duplicate of a previously crawled web page [51].
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2.2.1 Formalization

LSH can be formalized as follows [41]:

Definition 1. A family H = {h : S → U} is called (r1, r2, p1, p2)-sensitive if for any two

objects v1, v2 ∈ S

• Pr {h (v1) = h (v2)} ≥ p1 when d (v1, v2) ≤ r1,

• Pr {h (v1) = h (v2)} ≤ p2 when d (v1, v2) > r2,

where d (v1, v2) is the distance between data object v1 and v2. The hash family has to

satisfy p1 > p2 and r1 < r2 to be useful.

The gap between p1 and p2 can be amplified by combining several hash functions

from the given hash family with two types of constructions. We first discuss the AND-

construction, which is described as follows. Given a (r1, r2, p1, p2)-sensitive hash family H,

we can construct a new hash family G =
{
g : S → Uk

}
such that g (v) = (h1 (v) , · · ·, hk (v))

for a fixed k. In other words, Each member of G consists of k members of H which are

independently chosen. We say g(v1) = g(v2) if and only hi(v1) = hi(v2) for all i = 1,2,...,k.

Because the members from H are independently drawn to constitute a member of G.

Therefore, G is
(
r1, r2, p

k
1, p

k
2

)
-sensitive.

Another construction is called OR-construction, which converts a (r1, r2, p1, p2)-sensitive

hash family H into a
(
r1, r2, 1− (1− p1)L , 1− (1− p2)L

)
-sensitive family F . The OR-

construction is defined as follows. Each member f of hash family F contains L members

h1, h2, h3 · ··, hL, which are independently chosen from H. We define f(v1) = f(v2) if and

only if hi(v1) = hi(v2) for one or more values of i.

If p is the probability of h(v1) = h(v2), where h is a member of H, then 1 − p is

the probability h(v1) 6= (v2). (1− p)L is the probability none of h1, h2, h3 · ··, hL make

h(v1) = h(v2) happen, and 1 − (1− p)L is the probability that at least one hi make

h(v1) = h(v2) happen.

A
(
r1, r2, 1−

(
1− pk1

)L
, 1−

(
1− pk2

)L)
-sensitive hash family can be created if we cas-

cade AND-construction and OR-construction. Compared to the original hash family, the

new one amplifies the gap between the the low probability (from p1 to 1−
(
1− pk1

)L
) and

high probability (from p2 to 1−
(
1− pk2

)L
).

To demonstrate the cascading construction and the effect of amplified gap, let us

look at an example. The orignal family is H. We apply the AND-construction to H
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p 1− (1− p5)
1

0

0.2 0.003
0.3 0.024
0.4 0.098
0.5 0.272
0.6 0.555
0.7 0.841
0.8 0.981

Table 2.1: Example: amplifying the probability gap of a LSH hash family

with k = 5 and create a family H∞. Then we employ OR-construction with L = 10

on H∞ to produce the thrid family H∈. If H is (r1, r2, p1, p2)-sensitive, then H∈ is(
r1, r2, 1− (1− p5

1)
10
, 1− (1− p5

2)
10
)

-sensitive. Table 2.1 shows how the gap is ampli-

fied. Suppose the original p1 and p2 are 0.4 and 0.7 respectively. After the amplification,

they become 0.098 and 0.841, forming a wider gap.

2.2.2 A LSH Function For Euclidean Distance

A commonly used LSH family for Euclidean distance is proposed in [45]:

h(v) = ba · v + b

w
c, (2.1)

where v is a d-dimensional data point, a is a d-dimensional random vector, each entry of

which is independently selected from a p-stable distribution [52], b is a random real number

chosen from the uniform distribution bounded by [0, w], and w is a real number parameter,

called the “width” of the function.

Now we compute the probability that two points v1 and v2 collide under a hash function

drawn randomly from this family. According to the property of the p-stable distribution,∑
i a(i)v(i) has the same distribution as

(∑
i |v(i)|p

)1/p
X, where X is the p-stable distribu-

tion from which the entries of a are randomly drawn and v(i) is the ith entry in the data

point. Let f(x) be the probability density function of the absolute value of the p-stable

distribution X. For instance, if X is the standard Gaussian distribution,

f(x) =

0 x < 0

2√
2π
e−x

2/2 x ≥ 0
. (2.2)
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Let v1 and v2 be two data instances and c = ‖v1 − v2‖p. Thus (a · v1 − a · v2) has the same

distribution as cX. Therefore, the probability density function of |a · v1 − a · v2| is 1
c
f
(
x
c

)
.

Since b is a random number uniformly drawn from [0, w], we can conclude that

Pr {h (v1) = h (v2)} =

∫ w

0

1

c
f
(x
c

)(
1− x

w

)
dx. (2.3)

If we take the derivative of the above formula in terms of c, the result can be proved to be

smaller than 0. Thus the probability that v1 and v2 collide decreases monotonically with

the distance between them.

2.2.3 Two-layered LSH

Haghani et al. formally proved in their work [53] that using a hash function drawn from

the family as described in Eq. (3.14), two data instances having a shorter distance to each

other enjoy a higher probability of resulting in two hash values with a smaller difference.

This is formalized as 2.2.1.

Theorem 2.2.1. For two data points v, q ∈ S, c = ‖v, q‖2 and a fixed distance δ,

Pr [|h (v)− h (q) | ≤ δ] monotonically decreases in terms of c, i.e., a negative correlation

exists between Pr [|h (v)− h (q) | ≤ δ] and c.

Based on this theorem, Haghani et al. have proposed a two-layered hash strategy

which takes the output of k LSH functions on the first layer as the input of the second

layer LSH function. In other words, this approach maps the d-dimensional dataset to the

k-dimensional p-stable LSH bucket space, then to the 1-dimensional machine identifier

space, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. For the first layer mapping, k LSH hash functions

are drawn from the family as illustrated by Equation 3.14, the results of which form a k-

dimensional vector as the input of the second layer LSH function. Possible options for the

the second layer hash function are simple summing [54], LSH functions based on 1-stable

Cauchy distribution [53] and LSH functions based on 2-stable Gaussian distribution [55].

The benefit of the two-layered LSH approach is that data instances close to each other

will have similar resultant hash values in the 1-dimensional space. With slight modification

on the resultant hash values, we can obtain data partition identifiers for individual data

instances so that the data instances in the same partition have comparatively shorter

distances to each other than to data instances in different partitions.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of two-layered LSH
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

In this chapter, several definitions of outliers and different categories of outliers are first

presented. Then we briefly discuss the supervised and semi-supervised outlier detection

methods in literature, which both require labeled training data. Finally, the majority

of our focus is laid upon the unsupervised outlier detection approaches proposed in the

last few years. The unsupervised outlier detection algorithms are grouped into several

categories based on the underlying techniques adopted and application scenarios. These

categories are nearest neighbor based techniques, clustering-based techniques, projection-

based techniques, outlier detection techniques for high-dimensional data and distributed

outlier detection techniques.

3.1 Outlier Definition

The first definition of the outlier is likely attributable to Grubbs in 1969 [56], “an outlier

is one that appears to deviate markedly from other members of the sample in which it

occurs.” Other apt definitions include “an observation (or subset of observations) which

appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of data” [57], “a data point

which is significantly different from other data points, or does not conform to the expected

normal behaviour, or conforms well to a defined abnormal behaviour” [58], etc. Outliers

are defined typically based on the following assumptions [59]: 1) outliers are different from

the norm with respect to their features; 2) outliers are rare in a dataset compared to normal

instances.

There are different ways to categorize outliers. First, based on the number of data
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instances involved to comprise an outlying pattern, there are 1) point outliers and 2)

collective outliers [58]. A point outlier is an individual data instance that deviates largely

from the rest of the dataset. This is the simplest type of outlier to identify and is the major

focus of the research on outlier detection [58]. Collective outliers are a collection of data

instances that appear anomalous with respect to the rest of the entire dataset. However,

each of the instances within the collection may not be outliers individually. An example of

collective outliers is a specific sequence of access actions encountered in intrusion detection.

Based on the scope of comparison, point outliers can be further classified into 1) lo-

cal outliers and 2) global outliers. The notion of local outliers was first introduced in

LOF [30]. The detection of local outliers relies on the characteristic difference (e.g., neigh-

borhood density) between the outlier and its nearest neighbors. Global outliers address

the difference with the entire dataset.

Based on the type of data, outliers can be categorized into 1) vector outliers and 2) graph

outliers [60]. Vector outliers are mentioned with vector-like multi-dimensional data, while

graph outliers exist in graph data. A vector-like data point has multiple attributes, each

of which has either a numeric value or a categorical value. The outlier detection methods

rely on a distance definition between two vector-like data points (e.g., Euclidean distance

and Cosine distance). Graph data consist of nodes and edges, whdich well represent the

inter-dependencies among data objects. Outliers in graph data can be point outliers (e.g.,

node outliers and edge outliers) or collective outliers (e.g., sub-graph outliers) [60]. Readers

can refer to [61] for a comprehensive survey of outlier detection in graph data.

3.2 Outlier Detection with Labeled Training Data

3.2.1 Supervised Outlier Detection

In the supervised model, training data are supposed to be labeled as outliers or non-outliers,

based on which a predictive model (classifier) is built. The predictive model predicts which

class the input new data belong to. Essentially the supervised outlier detection problem

becomes a classification problem, where the training data is very imbalanced.

Note that two issues exist for supervised outlier detection [58]. The first issue is the

imbalanced instances of outliers and non-outliers in the training set, which can greatly

compromise the performance of conventional classification algorithms. The issue has been
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addressed by the machine learning community with approaches such as resampling [62],

boosting [63, 64], bagging [65, 66]. The second issue is the difficult access to a sufficient

amount of accurate and representative labeled training data. For instance, new types of

outliers may arise, to which the related training data may not exist. One possible solution

to address these issues is to artificially create outliers into the training data [67,68].

3.2.2 Semi-supervised Outlier Detection

Semi-supervised outlier detection can be viewed as a special case of semi-supervised learn-

ing [69], with plentiful unlabeled training and scarce labeled training data. This paradigm

suits the property of most of the outlier detection problems that labeled training data are

hard to acquire while provides better performance compared to unsupervised methods due

to the label information as feedback.

However, it is worth noting that some, for instance [58], refer to the semi-supervised

outlier detection model as a model built by using training data which only cover the normal

instances. In this case, the built model only represents the normal data but can be used

to identify outliers that deviate from it. This idea of semi-supervised outlier detection

resembles the one-class classification [70], which builds a model to determine if an instance

belongs to a learned class. A well-known example is One-class SVM [71]. However, a

majority of the semi-supervised outlier detection methods use both labeled and unlabeled

training data, where the labeled data consist of both normal instances and outliers.

A typical way to obtain and utilize the labeled instances is through active learning [72]:

the initial model is built upon unlabeled data, based on which some data instances are

selected by some query strategies to be labeled by a domain expert. Then the model

is updated with the newly acquired label information. This type of feedback loop can be

carried on iteratively until certain criteria are met. This section surveys some of the newest

works in the literature that focus on incorporating human feedback into outlier detection

to improve the detection accuracy. A summary of the approaches in this section can be

found in Table 3.1.

In the work by Görnitz et al. [73], anomaly detection is regarded as an optimization

problem named support vector data description (SVDD) [74]. SVDD computes a hy-

persphere to enclose the data, with radius r and center c. The hypersphere represents

normality. The anomaly scores are based on the distances to the center c: data points

found outside the hypersphere ball are considered outliers, whereas data points inside are
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Table 3.1: Outlier detection with feedback

Algorithm Features
Base
Outlier Detector

Active Learning
Strategy

Comments

Görnitz et al. [73]
Tailored active
learning strategy

SVDD [74]
Clusters near
decision boundary

Robust against
obfuscation & quick
accuracy boost
over a few labels

Das et al. [75]
AATP [76] &
adjusted ensemble
weights

Loda [77]
The most anomalous
instances

High accuracy
& generalizable

Vercruyssen et al. [23] Label propagation
Constrained
k-means based

Decision boundary High accuracy

Siddiqui et al. [78]
Online convex
optimization [79]

Isolation
Forest [80]

The most anomalous
instances

High accuracy
& high efficiency
& generalizable

viewed inliers. They present a generalized support vector data description making use of la-

beled data: data points with inlier labels are required to reside within the hypersphere and

vice versa. Thus it becomes a semi-supervised outlier detection problem. They show that

the new optimization problem is unconvex but can be converted into a convex equivalent

under mild assumptions. Additionally, different active learning strategies are introduced,

which not only query the instances on the borderline but also those that could lead to the

discovery of novel outlier categories.

Das et al. [75] proposed a semi-supervised approach that iteratively incorporates expert

feedback into the model of an ensemble anomaly detection approach called Loda [77]. They

aim at presenting the maximum number of anomalies to the expert. Thus, the instance with

the highest anomaly score is selected for labeling in each iteration. The label information

is then used to update the weights for the projections in Loda so that projections more

effective at isolating anomalies are assigned higher weights. To achieve that effect, they

devised an objective function modified from the accuracy at the top (AATP) approach [76].

The direct effect is that false positives are downgraded in the internal ranking based on

the outlier scores produced by Loda, whereas true positives are pushed up in the ranking.

The proposed framework can be generalized for many other methods based on random

projections besides Loda.

Vercruyssen et al. [23] described a semi-supervised anomaly detection approach that

employs constrained k-means clustering [81] to perform the initial unsupervised scoring and

iteratively updates the anomaly scores by incorporating expert labeling. In the clustering

phase, the scoring formula is based on several intuitions: anomalies tend to deviate from

its cluster centroid; the centroid of an anomalous cluster tends to deviate from other

centroids; smaller clusters are more likely to bear anomalies. Then whenever new expert
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labels are available, the anomaly scores can be updated for unlabeled instances based on

their distances to the labeled anomalies. This process is called label propagation. The

underlying assumption is that unlabeled instances with shorter distances to the labeled

anomalies should increase their scores compared to their peers. In label propagation, they

introduce a weighting parameter to control the influence of the label information versus

the score obtained from the clustering phase. To improve the detection accuracy, they used

uncertainty sampling, which is choosing the unlabeled instances with a score closest to 0.5

for the expert to label.

Siddiqui et al. [78] proposed a general algorithm for anomaly detection that aims at

aligning anomaly scores with the application-specific interestingness by incorporating ex-

pert feedback. They framed this anomaly detection problem with online convex optimiza-

tion [79] and provided two loss functions that correspond to two different methods. The

loss functions are associated with human expert feedback and promote the anomalies scores

that are consistent with the feedback. A way to instantiate the algorithm with tree-based

anomaly detection methods (e.g., isolation forest [80]) is described, which is achieved by

adjusting the weights of the edges in the trees according to the feedback.

3.3 Unsupervised Outlier Detection

As the name suggests, unsupervised outlier detection does not require labeled training

data. This property makes unsupervised outlier detection methods more preferable for

many real-world problems due to the unavailability of labeled data. Next, we will look into

some of the representative algorithms proposed recently.

3.3.1 Proximity-based Approaches

The proximity-based approaches identify outliers based on their relations with nearby data

points. A common situation is that an outlier is located in a sparse area, with very few

data points within a given distance or the nearest data points are very far away. The notion

of proximity can be defined in various ways. In this section, we focus on the techniques

that address the proximity with nearest neighbors and clusters.
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3.3.1.1 Nearest-neighbor-based Approaches

Nearest-neighbor-based outlier detection approaches measure the degree of abnormality

on the basis of a data point’s relation to its nearest neighbors. There are two main ways

to define the neighborhood: k nearest neighbors (k-NN) and a neighborhood within a

pre-specified radius, centered by a data point. The underlying assumption is that normal

data instances are closer to their neighbors, thus forming a dense neighborhood, whereas

outliers are far from their neighbors, thus sparsely populated.

In this section, we investigate several classical outlier detection approaches based on the

nearest neighbors, as well as more recent approaches taking advantage of subsampling and

ensembling. Table 3.2 is a summary of the nearest-neighbor-based approaches introduced

in this section.

Table 3.2: Nearest-neighbor-based outlier detection

Algorithm Features
Time
Complexity

Local
Outlier

Comments

LOF [30] N/A O(N2) Yes First to address local outliers

COF [82]
Shortest path to
connect neighbors

O(N2) Yes Address non-spherical distributions

LOCI [83]
Count-based
neighborhood density

O(N3) Yes
Free of parameters
but high time complexity

INFLO [84] Reversed nearest neighbors O(N2) Yes
Improvement on border points
between two areas with different densities

LoOP [32]
Assuming Gaussian distribution
of distances to k-NN

O(N2) Yes Interpretability of output

iNNE [85] Subsampling and ensembling O(Nψt) Yes Highly efficient
LeSiNN [27] Subsampling and ensembling O(Nψt) No Intuitive & highly efficient

1 t denotes the number of sample sets.
2 ψ denotes the number of instances within each sample set.

Some of the primitive nearest-neighbor-based approaches are very straightforward and

intuitive. For instance, the approach by Ramaswamy et.al [86] uses the distance to the

kth nearest neighbor as the outlier score. The method by Angiulli et al. [86] uses the sum

of distances to the k-NN [87]. Knorr et al. [88] rely on the number of neighbors within a

pre-defined radius of a data point. Because the degree of abnormality is compared in the

context of the entire dataset, these methods detect global outliers. They assume that the

density across different regions of the dataset is homogeneous. However, this assumption

may not hold for many real-life datasets. Thus they are often outperformed in terms of

detection accuracy by approaches that take into consideration varied density [89]. The

latter type of approach focuses on local outliers.

The Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [30] is a well-known approach that first introduced the
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concept of local outliers, and has inspired many subsequent works on local outliers. Local

outliers are significantly different with regard to its closeby data points. The LOF score

for a data instance is based on the average ratio of the instance’s neighbor’s density to

that instance’s density. In other words, the outlier score is the density normalized by the

density of the neighbors. The normalization by the neighbors is how LOF addresses the

local outlier. The detailed procedure of calculating the LOF score is described as below.

First, the k-NN need to be obtained for each data instance p. Second, the local reacha-

bility density (LRD) is calculated based on the average reachability distance from p to its

k-NN:

LRD (p) =


∑

o∈Nk(p)

dk (p, o)

| Nk (p) |


−1

, (3.1)

where Nk (p) is the k-nearest neighborhood of p and dk (p, o) is the reachability distance,

which is defined as the larger value between the kth nearest neighbor distance to o (k-

distance) and the distance between p and o, i.e.,

dk (p, o) = max {k-distance(o), distance(p, o)} . (3.2)

The local reachability density is basically the reciprocal of the average distance to the

neighbors unless there exist some neighbors that are “sufficiently close”. The reason to

introduce reachability distance other is to create a smoothing effect that reduces the sta-

tistical fluctuations of d (p, o) for all the o’s close to p [30]. Finally, the LOF score can be

calculated by comparing the local reachability density (LRD) of p with all its k neighbors’

LRDs:

LOF (p) =

∑
o∈Nk(p)

LRDk(o)
LRDk(p)

| Nk (p) |
, (3.3)

which equals to

LOF (p) =

∑
o∈Nk(p)

LRDk (o)

| Nk (p) | LRDk (p)
. (3.4)

Informally, the LOF score of p is the average ratio of p’s neighbors’ density to p’s density.

Usually outliers have neighbors with a higher density. Thus outliers have LOF scores higher

than normal one, and a higher score indicates an instance is more likely to be an outlier.

The Connectivity-based Outlier Factor (COF) [82] addresses the shortcomings of LOF,

which assumes that the outlier pattern is only low density in an Euclidean distance-based
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spherical neighborhood. However, such a view of outliers is overly simplified, and outliers in

other patterns of neighborhood relations may not be successfully identified. For example,

the normal instances of a two-dimensional dataset distribute roughly along a straight line.

An outlier lies astray from the straight line but still has a considerable density. This type

of outlier will have a similar LOF score to the normal data points. To overcome this

shortcoming of LOF, COF uses the notion of “isolativity”, which is the degree that a data

point is connected with others. To quantify the “isolativity”, COF uses the “chaining

distance”, which can be viewed as the shortest path connecting the k neighbors and the

data instance. Then the COF for a data point is its chaining distance normalized by the

average of the chaining distance of its k-NN.

Papadimitriou et al. [83] proposed Local Correlation Integral (LOCI) based on the

definition of local density, which is the count of neighbors within a radius r around a

data point (r-neighborhood). They devised a related measure called Multi-Granularity

Deviation Factor (MDEF). The MDEF with a given radius r for a data point p equals

one minus the ratio of the local density of p to the average local density of the points in

the r-neighborhood of p. MDEF represents the degree that the data point deviates from

its neighbors in terms of local density. Another related measure is δMDEF , which is the

standard deviation of the local density of the points in the r-neighborhood normalized by

the average local density in the r-neighborhood. To determine whether a data instance

is an outlier, with the radius r increasing in each iteration, the MDEF and δMDEF of

the data point are calculated, and if MDEF is larger than three times of δMDEF in any

iteration, the data point is labeled as an outlier. An advantage of LOCI is that it does

not require parameters, for instance, k in k-NN, which is a crucial and difficult choice.

Instead, it expands the radius of the r-neighborhood and derives a binary outlier label on

the basis of the standard deviation of the MDEF. Thus, another advantage of LOCI is that

it is free of outlier cutoff threshold that must be specified by users in other approaches.

However, due to the iteration for the radius expansion, the time complexity is O(N3).

Aware of the high complexity of LOCI, the authors have proposed an approximate method

named aLOCI [83]. aLOCI approximates the neighborhood using a space partitioning grid,

resulting in practically linear performance.

Influenced Outlierness (INFLO) [84] uses a reverse nearest neighborhood set (k-RNN)

combined with the k-NN to compute the outlier score. The k-RNN of a data point p is the

set of other instances whose k-nearest neighborhood includes p. Thus, the size of a k-RNN

set is not necessarily k. The rest of the computation is similar to LOF: the outlier score
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is derived by dividing the local density of p by the average density of p’s neighborhood.

The incentive of incorporating k-RNN for outlier analysis is to address the limitation of

LOF that LOF fails to appropriately score the instances on the borders of clusters with

significantly different densities. As depicted in Figure 3.1, data point p is on the board of

a dense region (right) and a sparser region (left). Most of the members of p’s k-NN would

be from the dense region, resulting in a high LOF score because the neighbors from the

dense region have higher density. However, p is not supposed to be deemed as anomalous

considering the sparser region. On the other hand, if we take into account the k-RNN as

INFLO describes, the extended neighborhood set would also contain many members from

the sparser region. Thus, a more reasonable outlier score will be assigned to p, and p will

not be viewed as an outlier.

Figure 3.1: INFLO addressing the limitation of LOF: a 2-dimensional example

Kriegel et al. [32] proposed the Local Outlier Probability (LoOP), which outputs a

probability that indicates the likelihood of a data point being an outlier. LoOP attempts

to tackle the dilemma other methods face: how to choose the suitable cut-off threshold for

outlier scores to distinguish between outliers and inliers. The formulated LoOP ranges from

0 to 1 with an interpretable meaning and thus can be more useful in practical scenarios. The

computation framework of LoOP is similar to LOF: compute local density and normalize it

with neighborhood average. However, LoOP differs in the way it calculates the local density

for a data point. It is assumed that a data point p is at the center of its neighborhood,

and the distances to its k-NN follow a half-Gaussian distribution (distance is always non-
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negative). Accordingly, a quantity named standard distance is defined:

σ (p,Nk (p)) =

√√√√√ ∑
o∈Nk(p)

dist (p, o)2

|Nk (p) |
, (3.5)

where Nk (p) is the k-NN of p. The standard distance resembles the deviation of dist(p, o),

where o ∈ Nk (p). However, The standard distance uses 0 as the mean. Then the proba-

bilistic set distance is used as the estimated density, which is defined as:

pdist (λ, p) = λ · σ (p,Nk (p)) (3.6)

where λ is merely a parameter controlling the contrast in the output scores without affecting

the ranking. To normalize the density with regard to the average of the k-NN, Probabilistic

Local Outlier Factor (PLOF) is defined as:

PLOF (p) =
pdist (λ, p) · |Nk (p) |∑
o∈Nk(p)

pdist (λ, o)
− 1 (3.7)

Finally, to convert PLOF into a probability, normalization by deviation and a Gaussian

error function is used.

Ting et al. [90] pointed out in their work that nearest-neighbor-based outlier detection

approaches are contrary to the conventional belief that more training data produce better

results. Instead, using only samples from the original dataset gives rise to better perfor-

mance for nearest-neighbor-based approaches. They argued that there exists an optimal

sample size for an individual dataset. When the actual sample used is smaller than the

optimal size, the data distribution is not well represented. But when the actual sample

size increases above the optimal size, the resultant accuracy tends to decrease because

the separation between normal data points and outliers diminishes. Put in another way,

using small samples reduces the masking effect where outlier instances forming clusters are

mistakenly regarded as normal instances [27,80].

Based on subsampling, iNNE (isolation using Nearest Neighbour Ensemble) [85] creates

isolation regions to determine outlier scores. An isolation model is built for each sample

set. For each sample instance c within a sample set S, a hypersphere B(c) is built with

the sample instance at the center and the radius r(c) as the distance between the sample

instance and its nearest neighbor within the sample set. The isolation score for a data
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point p with regard to a sample S is defined as

I(p) =


1− r(nn(minS(x)))

r(minS(x))
x ∈

⋃
c∈S

B(c)

1 otherwise

, (3.8)

where minS(x) is the sample instance with the minimal hypersphere that x falls in, and

nn(c) is the nearest neighbor of c in the sample set. According to the equation, if the

data point falls within the isolation hypersphere of any sample instance, the isolation score

will be less than 1. The sample instance with the smallest radius is picked as the proxy

of x. The score is then calculated as the radius ratio between the sample instance and

the sample instance’s nearest neighbor in the sample set. The comparative ratio of the

radiuses is to address local outliers.

LeSiNN [27] is another outlier detection method that also builds models with subsam-

pling. The outlier score for a data point p with regard to a sample set S is simply defined

as the distance between p and p’s nearest neighbor in S. Note that both iNNE and LeSiNN

have a linear time complexity because the k-NN search for a data point is limited within

a sample set, and the sample size is constant. Besides, both iNNE and LeSiNN use an

ensemble to ensure the stability of the outlier detector. The final outlier score with the

ensemble is the average score over multiple sets of samples.

Nearest-neighbor-based methods have the advantage of a more refined granularity on

the outlier analysis over clustering-based approaches. This enables nearest-neighbor-based

methods to differentiate between strong outliers and weak outliers that are more likely to

be considered as noise [89]. However, high computation complexity usually comes as a

cost, due to the expensive computation of the pairwise distances. Moreover, the choice

of k has a significant impact on the performance. But the optimal choice of k varies for

different approaches and datasets. An overly large k results in a weak distinction between

outliers and normal points. An overly small k results in an unreliable estimation of the

proximity density.

Using subsampling is a good way to reduce the time complexity to linear. Subsampling

also helps with the aforementioned masking effect. Coupled with ensembling, subsampling-

based methods can also deliver promising and reliable performance. However, the new

problem is to decide the suitable sample size and ensemble size. Typically, when dealing

with large datasets, a large ensemble size is desired for good performance. This could,

however, cause a considerable increase in execution time.
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3.3.1.2 Clustering-based Approaches

Clustering is an extensively studied data mining technique that groups data into multiple

clusters with similar data instances ending up in the same cluster. Outlier detection

algorithms based on clustering usually take a two-step procedure: grouping the data with

clustering algorithms and analyze the degree of deviation based on the clustering results.

As pointed as by Aggarwal [89], there is a complementary relationship between clusters

and outliers, which can be simplistically put as that a data point not belonging to any

clusters is considered an outlier. Aside from the cluster membership (whether or not in

a cluster), there are two other commonly used cluster-related quantities to construct an

outlier score. The first is the distance to the cluster center, the assumption being that

normal data points are close to the cluster centers, whereas the outliers are far from them.

The second is the cardinality of a cluster, the assumption being that the cluster of normal

data points is dense and large, whereas the cluster of outliers is sparse and small.

Compared with nearest-neighbor-based approaches, a major advantage of clustering-

based outlier detection is its efficiency. For instance, the time complexity for k-means clus-

tering is O(Nkt), with N data instances, k cluster centers and t iterations. Usually k and

t are far smaller than n. In contrast, nearest-neighbor-based approaches typically induce

quadratic time complexity due to the pair-wise distance computations. However, nearest-

neighbor-based approaches depending on the point-to-point distance provide more refined

granularity compared to clustering-based approaches, which employ simplified represen-

tations for aggregation of data points, e.g., cluster centers. In this section, we introduce

some representative outlier analysis approaches based on clustering. They are summarized

in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Clustering-based outlier detection

Algorithm
Clustering
Algorithm

Features Score Based on
Predefined
Cluster #

Comments

Jiang et al. [91] k-means [92]
Minimal spanning
tree of cluster
centers

cluster cadinality Yes
Time efficient
but coarse granularity
& spherical clusters

CBLOF [93] Arbitrary
Heuristic small and
large clusters

Cluster cadinality
& distance to
cluster center

N/A
Too many parameters
& misuse of
cluster cardinality

LDCOF [94] Arbitrary Local normalization
Cluster cadinality
& distance to
cluster center

N/A
Detection of
local outliers but
too many parameters

Du et al. [28]
Density peak
clustering [95]

Chebyshev’s theorem
for statistical threshold
determination

Standard deviations
of δ

No
Intuitive
& arbitrary-shaped
clusters
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Jiang et al. [91] presented an outlier detection approach based on a modified version

of k-means clustering and a minimum spanning tree constructed from the cluster centers.

The modified k-means clustering has an initial value and an upper bound for the number

of clusters. If an encountered data point is far from all of the existing cluster centers,

this data point will be assigned the center of a new cluster, which means the number of

clusters increases by one. To determine how far is enough for the creation of a new cluster,

two distances are involved. The first one is the shortest distance between any two cluster

centers, which is maintained and updated when there are changes to the clusters. The

second one is the distance between the data point and its nearest cluster center. A new

cluster will be created if the first distance is no less than the second distance. When the

actual number of clusters exceeds the upper bound, two clusters whose centers have the

shortest distance will be merged into a single cluster. Similar to k-means, the modified

version also iterates through the entire dataset for a number of times, with the goal of

minimizing the sum of the data point distance to its cluster center. As for the outlier

detection phase, a minimum spanning tree is first created with the cluster centers as the

nodes and their distance between one another as the edge weight. Then longest edges

are repeatedly removed until the number of subtrees becomes k. The data points in the

subtrees with the smallest cardinality are regarded as outliers.

The Cluster-based Local Outlier Factor (CBLOF) [93] is a clustering-based outlier

detection approach that distinguishes small and large clusters by a quantitative measure.

Given a set of k clusters {C1, C2, ..., Ck}, sorted by the decreasing order of the cluster

cardinality, and two numeric parameters α, β, a boundary cluster Cb has at least one of

the following two conditions hold: (1)
∑b

i=1 |Ci| ≥ α|D|; (2) |Cb|/|Cb+1| ≥ β. Accordingly,

the clusters after Cb in the sorted sequence are defined as small clusters, whereas the rest

are large clusters. The intuition behind the first condition is that outliers account for only

a small portion of the entire dataset. The second condition is due to the consideration

that clusters with a high possibility of being outliers should be significantly smaller in size.

Then the outlier score for data point p is defined on the basis of small clusters and large

clusters:

CBLOF(p) =

|Ci| ·min(dist(p, Cj)) Ci is a small cluster

|Ci| · dist(p, Ci) Ci is a large cluster
, (3.9)

where p ∈ Ci, and Cj is a large cluster that does not include p. The cluster cardinality used

as the scaling factor is intended to make the algorithm able to detect local outliers. The

assumption is that a larger cardinality is associated with a lower density. However, this
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does not hold in most cases. On the contrary, a large cardinality is supposed to indicate

normality.

Later in the work by Amer et al. [94], it is demonstrated that simply removing the

cluster cardinality of CBLOF can produce better results, which is named the unweighted-

CBLOF:

unweighted-CBLOF(p) =

min(dist(p, Cj)) Ci is a small cluster

dist(p, Ci) Ci is a large cluster
. (3.10)

This modification also makes unweighted-CBLOF a global outlier detector since the out-

lierness is evaluated with regard to the whole dataset. In order to introduce the local

density characteristic, the authors of [94] proposed Local Density Cluster-Based Outlier

Factor (LDCOF), which uses the average distance of the data points within a cluster to

the cluster center to normalize the outlier score:

LDCOF(p) =


min(dist(p,Cj))

avg-dist(Cj)
Ci is a small cluster

dist(p,Ci)
avg-dist(Ci)

Ci is a large cluster
, (3.11)

where p ∈ Ci, and Cj is a large cluster that does not include p. The average distance of

cluster members to the cluster center is defined as:

avg-dist(C) =

∑
i∈C dist(i, C)

|C|
. (3.12)

Note that both CBLOF and LDCOF have the incorporated clustering algorithm indepen-

dent of the framework. But as suggested by [94], algorithms with a fixed number of clusters

such as k-means are advantageous in performance and an overestimated number of clusters

is recommended due to the potential non-spherical distributions.

Du et al. [28] devised a local outlier detection approach building upon the density peak

clustering algorithm [95], which is a simple but effective density-based approach that can

detect clusters of arbitrary shapes. The density peak clustering relies on two assumptions:

(1) cluster centers have higher local density than surrounding data points; (2) cluster

centers have a comparatively large distance to other data points with higher local density.

The first assumption represents the concentration effect of a cluster, whereas the second

assumption differentiates a cluster center and a nearby member in the same cluster. Two

quantities are designed according to the two assumptions. The local density ρ for a data
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point is defined as the number of neighbor data points within a cutoff radius. The δ for

a data point is its minimum distance to another data point with higher local density. In

the clustering process, data points with high δ and high ρ are first assigned cluster centers,

then each of the remaining data points belongs to the same cluster where its nearest data

point with higher local density is assigned. After the clustering phase, the outlier detection

approach herein calculates the mean and the standard deviation of δ within each cluster.

Moreover, Chebyshev’s theorem [96] is used to decide the deviation threshold for outliers.

3.3.2 Projection-based Approaches

Many popular outlier detection techniques mentioned previously require the pairwise dis-

tance computation for the data points or the search for k-NN, which often incurs quadratic

time complexity and makes those techniques hard to scale to very large datasets. In this

section, we present approaches that use various projection techniques (e.g. random pro-

jection [97], LSH [45], etc.) to convert the original data into a new space with reduced

dimensionality or complexity, while still preserving the proximity information (e.g., pair-

wise Euclidean distance, nearest-neighbor relations, etc.) of the original dataset to some

degree. Then the outlier detection can be performed in the projected space with much-

improved execution time.

Table 3.4 is a summary of the approaches introduced in this section. Many of them

are extremely efficient and also applicable to high dimensional data. It is noteworthy that

subspace techniques are also a type of straightforward projection. They have been widely

used to address the challenges with high-dimensional data. Related techniques will be

discussed further in Section 3.3.3.

Projection-indexed Nearest-neighbours (PINN) [98] is based on a random projection

scheme to reduce the data dimensionality, and thus decrease the computation cost of de-

termining the k-NN relations. The random projection scheme they adopted was developed

by Achlioptas [97], and can approximately preserve the Euclidean distances for pairs of

data points with high probability. Each of the randomly and independently generated

entries from the projection matrix is defined as:

aij =
√
s


1 with probability 1

2s

0 with probability 1− 1
s

−1 with probability 1
2s

, (3.13)
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Table 3.4: Projection-based outlier detection

Algorithm
Projection
Technique

Base
Outlier Detector

Features
Scalability to
High
Dimensionality

Comments

PINN [98]
Random
projection [97]

LOF [30] Approximate k-NN Good
Improved time
efficiency
& high accuracy

LSOD [49] LSH [41,45]
kth-NN
distance

LSH-based ranking
& pruning

Medium
Early detection of
top outliers

Schubert et al. [99]
Space-filling
curve [100]

LOF [30]
Approximate k-NN
& ensemble

Poor
Near-linear
complexity & easy
distributed deployment

Loda [77]
Sparse random
projection

Histogram-based
outlier detector

One-dimensional
histogram ensemble

Good

Linear complexity
& high accuracy
& handling
missing values

Isolation Forest [80] Binary tree N/A
Ensemble
& subsampling

Good
Linear complexity
& high accuracy

Extended iForest [101] Binary tree N/A
Random hyperplane
cuts

Good Improved accuracy

where s is a parameter creating the effect that the random projection samples approxi-

mately 1
s

of the entire feature space for each resulting projected feature. The advantage

of random projections over other dimension reduction techniques such as PCA [102] is

its efficiency. The authors of PINN further proved that the employed random projection

could also preserve the k-distance of a data point and subsequently the neighborhood.

These properties provide justification for their k-NN search in the projected space. The

k-NN search is the most time-consuming component for many k-NN based outlier detec-

tion algorithms. With the dimensionality decreased, not only are less data involved in the

computation, but also efficient indexing structures (e.g., [103, 104]) can be used to reduce

the time complexity of k-NN search from O (N2) to O (N logN). Those indexing struc-

tures are not applicable in the case of high-dimensional data. After the approximate k-NN

relations are determined, the data points are mapped back to the original space where the

rest of the computation for LOF is conducted. To enhance the quality of the result, they

maintain more than k nearest neighbors in the projected space, which are truncated to k

for the computation in the original space.

Locality Sensitive Outlier Detection (LSOD) [49] leverages locality-sensitive hashing

(LSH) [41,45] to create an initial ranking of outliers. Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) was

first proposed by Indyk et al. [41] for the approximate nearest neighbors problem in the

Euclidean space. The property of LSH functions is that they map similar data points to

the same hash buckets with higher probability compared to those data points that are less
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similar to each other. The LSH function adopted by LSOD was introduced by [45]:

h(v) = ba · v + b

w
c, (3.14)

where v is a d-dimensional data point, a is a d-dimensional random vector, each entry

of which is independently selected from a p-stable distribution [52], b is a random real

number chosen from the uniform distribution bounded by [0, w], and w is a real number

parameter, called the “width” of the function. LSOD uses LSH to project the original data

into one-dimensional hash values. These hash values are then segmented into multiple LSH

buckets. Then LSOD generates the ranking of outlierness for a data point based merely

on the number of points that are mapped into the same bucket. The assumption behind is

that outliers tend to have less similar data points and thus end up in buckets with a small

number of data points. To efficiently identify the top outliers, LSOD integrates a number

of pruning strategies for distance-based outlier detection, including PPSN [86], ANNS [86]

and PPSO [105]. Data points with a higher ranking are processed first, which results in

high thresholds for these pruning strategies and thus greatly improves the efficiency. The

final outlier score is the distance to the kth-NN.

Another outlier detection algorithm based on projection was proposed by Schubert et

al. [99]. To tackle the approximate nearest neighbor search problem, they employed an en-

semble of space-filling curves [100]. A space-filling curve maps a multi-dimension space into

a single-dimension space. It has been widely used to develop indexing schemes for multi-

dimensional data [106] and to perform similarity search in multi-dimensional space [107],

etc. Based on the idea that diversity improves the accuracy of outlier ensembles, the pro-

posed algorithm herein creates numerous space-filling curves by varying the characteristics

of the space-filling curve, such as employing different curve families, using different sets

of subspaces and shifting offsets. Then all the data points are projected to each of the

created space-filling curves and the resulting one-dimensional values are sorted on each of

the space-filling curves respectively. Based on the sorted sequence, a sliding window with a

user specified width is used to produce candidates for each data instance on each individual

curve. Finally, the candidates for each data point are merged together, and the k nearest

ones are kept as the result. The authors argue that the space-filling curve is more suitable

for k-NN search than other techniques, e.g., LSH [45] and random projection [108], due to

the space-filling curve’s preservation of closeness instead of distance or regions of a fixed

size. Besides, they provided a distributed framework to scale the algorithm, where worker
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nodes perform the space-filling curve projecting and send samples to the master node for

distribution estimation. Also, note that the proposed approximate k-NN search scheme

can be used to accelerate outlier detection that is based on k-NN and reverse k-NN in a

general sense. They chose to instantiate it with LOF [30] in the experimentation, which

relies on k-NN search to estimate proximity density.

Loda [77] employs a line of sparse random projections. Each of the projection maps data

points to a one-dimensional space, based on which histograms are generated to estimate

the probability for each data point. It is important to know that Loda follows the spirit

of ensembling and demonstrates how multiple weak outlier detectors combined together

into an ensemble can produce very good results. More specifically, each sparse random

projection is performed by calculating the dot products of the data instances and a random

vector of dimension
√
d, where d is the dimension of the input data space. This means

only a randomly selected portion of the features are involved for each projection. The

elements of the projection vector are independently and randomly drawn from N(0, 1).

The rationale comes from the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [109], which shows that such

projection approximately preserves the pairwise L2 norm distance (Euclidean distance) in

the projected space. The histogram approximates the probability density of the projected

one-dimensional data by discretizing the projected data into equal-width bins. The number

of data points residing in a bin leads to the estimation of the probability of the bin.

Sampling is often used to construct the histograms. The output of Loda for a data instance

p is an average of the logarithm of the estimated probabilities on the projection vectors:

S (p) = −1

k

k∑
i=1

log
(
fi
(
pT vi

))
. (3.15)

where fi is the probability estimator of the ith histogram and vi is the corresponding

projection vector. Loda can also handle missing variables for a data instance by taking

into account only the histograms whose projection vector has a zero item on the place

of that missing variable. Loda is not only very efficient but is also able to deliver high

accuracy, thanks to the ensemble.

S (p) = −1

k

k∑
i=1

log
(
fi
(
pT vi

))
. (3.16)

where fi is the probability estimator of the ith histogram and vi is the corresponding

projection vector. Loda can also handle missing variables for a data instance by taking
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into account only the histograms whose projection vector has a zero item on the place

of that missing variable. Loda is not only very efficient but is also able to deliver high

accuracy, thanks to the ensemble.

At the end of this section, we introduce some tree-based approaches. In a broad sense,

the construction of the tree models can also be viewed as a type of projection, where

the original data points are mapped to specific tree nodes, and those tree nodes contain

proximity information about the original data.

Liu et al. [80] developed Isolation Forest, which is an unsupervised tree ensemble that

intuitively resembles the random forest for classification problems. The Isolation Forest

consists of multiple Isolation Trees (iTrees), which can be viewed as the unsupervised

counterpart of decision trees. An iTree model is generated with a given sample set by

recursively choosing one random attribute and one random split value of the data on every

tree node until the height limit is reached or the terminal leaf contains one distinct data

instance. The intuition behind is that outliers have a higher chance of being isolated on an

earlier stage than normal data instances. Therefore outliers are expected to have a shorter

height in the isolation trees. Based on this idea, the outlier score of point p is defined as

Score(p) = 2
−
(
d(p)
Ed(p)

)
, (3.17)

where d (p) is the average depth of p in all the iTrees, and Ed (p) is the expected length of

the tree path for p. The latter is estimated based on the average length of the unsuccessful

searches in the binary search tree. Isolation Forest is supposed to be constructed with

small subsamples from the dataset rather than the entire dataset. Subsampling increases

the diversity for the tree ensemble, which is beneficial for the accuracy of the result.

Subsampling also helps alleviate or avoid the swamping (mistakenly identifying normal

instances as outliers) and the masking (closely clustered outliers making themselves hard

to be detected) issues. Another benefit of subsampling is the gain in efficiency since only a

small portion of data is processed to build the model. After all, without having to deal with

the pairwise distances, Isolation Forest is extremely efficient, with linear time complexity.

Moreover, Isolation Forest also exhibits high detection accuracy, over a variety of datasets.

Hariri et al. [101] proposed Extended Isolation Forest to address the drawbacks of

Isolation Forest. They provided an in-depth discussion about the limitations of axis-parallel

cuts used in the original Isolation Forest, as well as on why the random hyperplanes

benefit the algorithm. Extended Isolation Forest differs from Isolation Forest in that it
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uses randomly generated hyperplanes involving multiple attributes to split the data and

construct binary tree nodes, instead of using only one feature for each split. For each split,

to determine whether a d-dimensional data point p should go to the left subtree or the

right, the following equation is used:

(p− b) · a ≤ 0, (3.18)

where b is the random intercept, each entry of which is drawn from a uniform distributed,

bounded by the range of the corresponding attribute values of the data points in the tree

node; a is a random vector deciding the slope of splitting, with each entry drawn from a

normal distribution. Imagine the 2-dimension case where the separation can be visualized

by lines. The splitting lines for Isolation Forest are all parallel to the coordinate axes,

whereas those for Extended Isolation Forest have different angles. This flexibility in the

slope makes Extended Isolation Forest capture the distribution and shapes better than

Isolation Forest. Consider a specific 2-dimension example with two dense clusters: one on

the top left corner and the other on the bottom right corner. Dense cuts will be made over

the clusters. Since the Isolation Forest uses cuts that are parallel to the axes, this could

easily create “densely cut areas” on the top right corner and the bottom left corner, which

are unwanted artifacts. These two artifact areas will make the algorithm mistakenly assign

low outlier scores for outliers within them. In contrast, Extended Isolation Forest is less

likely to create such artifacts due to the variety of splitting slopes for separating the data.

3.3.3 High-dimensional Outlier Detection

As summarized by Zimek et al. [110], the challenges for outlier detection in high-dimensional

data are twofold: the efficiency aspect and the effectiveness aspect. The difficulty in achiev-

ing efficiency with high dimensional data is mainly attributed to two reasons. First, the

similarity search such as k-NN search becomes more expensive in terms of computation

cost because of the increased dimensions. Second, some techniques used to accelerate the

outlier detection such as sampling [111,112], pruning [113], ranking strategies [84,114] and

efficient indexing structures ( R-trees [103], X-trees [104], etc.) degrade significantly or

even introduce almost no improvement with high-dimensional data.

For the effectiveness aspect, the concern is whether the outlier detection method can

identify meaningful outliers. A frequently used term related to this problem is the “curse
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of dimensionality” [110, 115–117]. It refers to the dilemma that in the high-dimensional

space, the detection of outliers based on deviation tends to be interfered by a phenomenon

called “distance concentration”: the distances for all pairs of data points tend to become

almost uniform. Thus all the regions in the dataset become almost equally sparse, and the

distinction between outliers and normal instances is hard to capture. This phenomenon

is caused by the dilution effects of a large number of “normally noisy” irrelevant dimen-

sions/attributes [89]. In other words, these irrelevant dimensions conceal the information

that can be used to identify outliers. This section focuses on approaches that are designed

to tackle one or both of the challenging aspects of outlier detection in high-dimensional

data. A summary of these approaches is presented in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Outlier detection for high-dimensional data

Algorithm Features
Improve
efficiency/effectiveness

Subspace Comments

RBRP [118]
Recursive partitioning
& approximate k-NN

Efficiency No
Fast search of
approximate k-NN

PINN [98]
Random projection
& dimension reduction

Efficiency No
Improved efficiency
but approximate results

ABOD [2] Angle variance Effectiveness No High time complexity

Kriegel et al. [119] Axis-parallel hyperplane Effectiveness Yes
Intepretability of result
& High accuracy

HiCS [120]
Statistical test
& ensemble

Effectiveness Yes
Improved accuracy
& generalized
pre-processing method

RS-Hash [121]
Randomized hashing
& ensemble

Efficiency
& Effectiveness

Yes
Linear complexity
& high accuracy
& intepretability of results

To improve the efficiency of outlier detection for high dimensional data, Ghoting et

al. [118] proposed Recursive Binning and Re-projection (RBRP). RBRP is inspired by

ORCA [113], a nested loop outlier detection approach whose outlier score is based on the

distance to the kth nearest neighbor. In order to take advantage of the pruning scheme

by ORCA, k approximate nearest neighbors need to be found. RBRP uses a recursive

binning process to accelerate the search for such approximate k-NN. First, the data points

are recursively partitioned into bins until the size of an individual bin is smaller than a

pre-defined threshold. This recursive partitioning strategy resembles divisive hierarchical

clustering. More specifically, for each recursion of the partitioning, k-means is adopted

to create k partitions so that data points closer to each other in distance have a high

probability of being assigned to the same bin. After the recursive partitioning phase,

RBRP searches for k approximate nearest neighbors in the generated bins, where the data

points are ordered as per their projection along the principle component to accelerate the
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search.

Note that the Projection-indexed Nearest-neighbours (PINN) [98] algorithm previously

mentioned in Section 3.3.2 also aims at improving the efficiency of high-dimensional outlier

detection. PINN leverages random projection for dimension reduction and uses approxi-

mate k-NN to deliver efficient performance.

Many more works in the literature focus on the effectiveness aspect of the high-dimensional

outlier detection problem.

Kriegel et al. [2] introduced an angle-based outlier detection method (ABOD) to address

the issue of deteriorating quality encountered by Euclidean-distance-based algorithms in

the face of high-dimensional datasets. As illustrated by Figure 3.2, the intuition behind

ABOD is that if a data point is far from the rest of the data points (e.g., o), the angles

having such a data point as the vertex (e.g., ∠poq and ∠jok) tend to be small and vary

slightly. In contrast, if a data point (e.g., i) is closely surrounded by others or is within

a cluster, such angles (e.g., ∠piq and ∠jik) usually have a high variance. Therefore, the

outlier score for a data point relies on the variance of the angles having that data point as

the vertex, weighted by the distances to the pair of other data points. The authors stress

the importance of the distance weighting because naturally the angle to two data points

varies more widely with a bigger distance. More specifically, the proposed angle-based

outlier factor (ABOF) for data point i is defined as

ABOF (i) = V ARp,q∈D

( −→
ip · −→iq

||−→ip ||2||−→iq ||2

)

=

∑
p∈D

∑
q∈D
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)2

∑
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∑
q∈D

1

||−→ip||||−→iq ||


2

,

where D is the dataset, the dot represents the dot product between two vectors. Since the

outlier score for each data instance involves all the pairwise combinations of other data

instances, this incurs the expensive O(n3) time complexity. To reduce the time complex-

ity, two approximate variants were introduced: FastABOD and LB-ABOD. FastABOD

constricts the selection of the pairs of data points for the outlier score computation to the

k-NN of the data point. LB-ABOD is presented as a lower bound approximation of ABOD,

which is designed to obtain the top outliers with the highest scores efficiently.
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Figure 3.2: The intuition of ABOD [2]

In addition, many works explore solutions on subspaces to handle the effect of the

“curse of dimensionality”, assuming that only a subset of the attributes is relevant for

the discovery of meaningful outliers despite the rest of the attributes being noise. Kriegel

et al. [119] developed an outlier detection schema which evaluates outlierness based on

the deviation of an individual data point from the axis-parallel hyperplane spanned by a

set of reference points. The hyperplane spanned by a set of points is associated with the

subspace where these data points have high variance. The reference set for a data point

is selected by ranking the number of shared nearest neighbors with the data point, based

on the assumption that even though the traditional concept of k-NN loses its meaning

in high-dimensional data, two data points generated by a similar mechanism still share a

considerable number of nearest neighbors despite the irrelevant attributes. Note that the

proposed method herein customizes the subspace for each data point because of the way

how the hyperplane is created. Thus, the explanation for reasons of outlierness can be

provided according to the related subspace.

Based on the assumption that outliers in high dimensional data are hidden in multiple

subspaces that exhibit non-uniformity and high contrast, Keller et al. [120] proposed a way

of measuring the contrast of subspaces and accordingly a subspace search method called

High Contrast Subspaces (HiCS). The contrast quantification for a candidate subspace is

performed by sampling and statistical tests in an iterative way. In each iteration, a random

attribute is chosen, and a random rectangular region in the subspace is generated. Then

the deviation value is computed by comparing the marginal probability and the conditional

probability. The final contrast value for a subspace is obtained by combining the individual

deviation values. Based on the contrast quantification method, high-contrast subspace
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candidates are produced in a fashion that resembles the famous Apriori algorithm [122].

Starting from 2 dimensions, subspaces with a contrast value over a pre-defined threshold

will be used for the candidate generation of the current dimension plus one. Then a

pruning step that removes redundant subspaces ensues. As for the final outlier score,

the results over different subspaces are combined, which resembles the feature bagging

technique [31]. However, HiCS discriminatively selects subspaces, whereas such selection

in feature bagging is random. In the paper, LOF is used as the actual outlier detector.

However, the choice of the outlier detector is independent, and thus HiCS can be viewed

as a generalized pre-processing technique for high-dimensional outlier detection.

Sathe et al. [121] proposed RS-Hash, an extremely efficient and accurate subspace

outlier detection approach based on randomized hashing. RS-Hash follows the spirit of

ensembling and averages the scores of all the ensemble component as the final score. Each

component is essentially a set of models based on the closed hash function. Those models

are trained by a sample of the original dataset, through a variety of randomized trans-

formations and normalizations, coupled with randomized selections of the subspace. The

outlier score for a data point output by an individual ensemble component is based on

the number of sampled data points falling in the same hash bin during the training phase.

Naturally, a low count in such bins indicates outlierness. Intuitively, RS-Hash estimates

the density of the rectangular regions for a given data point, over different subspaces. Due

to the randomization, the rectangular regions evaluated for a data point in different ensem-

ble components are of different sizes, which is important to the accuracy of the ensemble.

Similar to the approach proposed by Kriegel et al. [119], RS-Hash also provides insights

for the reason of a data point being an outlier, by analyzing the related subspaces that

result in low scores. With linear time complexity, RS-Hash is considered a very efficient

algorithm. Moreover, due to the use of subspace in the models, RS-Hash is also effective

at handling the “curse of dimensionality”.

Outlier detection for high-dimensional data is still a challenging problem due to the

concerns about efficiency and effectiveness. Plenty of methods address either aspect or

both with techniques such as approximate k-NN, subspace, and ensemble. Subspace-

based approaches have recently received much attention in the research community. An

inevitable problem to consider is how to identify the most meaningful and useful subspaces

while minimizing the associated computational cost, given that the number of possible

combinations of different attributes can be enormous.

In addition to the aforementioned methods, other interesting works in recent years
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include: HighDOD [123], using a dynamic subspace search method with a sample-based

learning process; LODES [124], which relies on a novel local-density-based spectral embed-

ding to identify outliers in nonlinear subspaces; RAMODO [125], which uses representation

learning to reduce the dimensionality, and combines it with the random distance-based ap-

proach [27].

3.3.4 Outlier Detection in Data Streams

A data stream is a continuous and unbounded sequence of data in large volumes. Outlier

detection in the context of data streams faces two major challenges. The first one is the

storage memory challenge. As the data points continuously arrive and the sequence is

theoretically endless, it is often not feasible to store the entire stream in the memory from

the very beginning. Besides, the on-the-fly property of many outlier detection applications

(e.g., intrusion detection in a computer network, suspicious behavior detection in wireless

sensor network) imposes efficiency requirements.

To address these challenges, a commonly used technique is windowing: using a segment

of the data stream, usually the newest one, to build incremental models and update the

models in response to the change of involved data points. As summarized in [126], there

are four types of windowing techniques:

• Landmark window: A specific point in the data stream is fixed as the landmark.

The outlier detection algorithm takes into account the sequence of data between the

landmark and the current data point. Since the size of the data involved in the

processing increases over time, memory storage becomes a major issue.

• Sliding window: A window of a fixed width w is sliding over the data stream. In

other words, only the latest w data points are used as the context of outlier detection.

Based on the definition of the window width, there are two types of sliding-window:

count-based window and time-based window. The count-based window uses a fixed

number of data points as the window width whereas the time-based window uses a

fixed time duration.

• Damped window: A weight is assigned to each data point depending on the timing

or order of its arrival. Usually, newer data points have higher weights so that the

detection results can reflect the most recent trends.
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• Adaptive window: Adaptive window is similar to the sliding window except that

the window width w varies according to the rate of change from the data within

the current window. The window expands when the data remain stationary and

constricts when a change of the data is observed [127].

3.3.4.1 Distance-based Outlier Detection in Data Streams

A number of works in the literature have applied the distance-based outlier detection

algorithm proposed by Knorr et al. [88] to the data stream scenarios. They adopt the

same criterion for determining outliers as in [88]: a data instance has less than p neighbors

within a radius of r. This definition allows for unsupervised outlier detection without any

assumptions on the distribution of the dataset. Table 3.6 summarizes the distance-based

outlier detection approaches mentioned above.

Table 3.6: Distance-based outlier detection in data streams

Algorithm Features
Memory
Complexity

Outlier
Storage

Count-based
/Time-based
Sliding Window

Comments

STORM [128] Safe inliers O(Wk) None Count-based
High memory
usage & high
time complexity

Abstract-C [129]
Pre-handling
neighbor counts

O(W 2/S +W ) None Both
Imrpoved
execution time

DUE [130] Event queue O(Wk) Outlier list Both
Efficient at
re-evaluating outlier
at runtime

MCOD [130]
Event queue
& Micro-cluster

O(cW + (1− c)kW ) Outlier list Both
Improved execution
time & improved
memory complexity

Thresh LEAP [131]
Seperate index
per slide
& Minimal probing

O(W 2/S)
Outlier
candidate list
per slide

Both
Improved execution
time but potentially
more memory usuage

1 k denotes the number of neighbors (as in k-NN).
2 W denotes the size of the window.
3 S denotes the slide size (the number of data points inserted and deleted for each time of sliding).
4 c denotes the fraction of data points that are included in the micro-clusters.

Angiulli et al. [128] proposed a sliding-window-based approach called STORM to re-

spond to outlier queries regarding the current window of data objects. STORM maintains

a data structure called Indexed Stream Buffer to store the data instances in the current

window and the related information of their neighbors. A neighbor of data instance i here

is defined as another data instance whose distance to i is no bigger than the radius r. In

Indexed Stream Buffer, each data point is associated with a list of neighbors that arrive

before that data point, as well as the count of neighbors that arrive after that data point.
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An important property of this problem is identified that if a data instance has more than p

neighbors succeeding it, it is guaranteed to be an inlier during its presence in the window.

This property is used to develop two approximations in case of limited memory that is not

capable of holding the entire window. The first approximation is to only keep a fraction

of such guaranteed inliers in the window. The second approximation consists in reducing

the size of the preceding neighbors for each data instance in the window. They conducted

formal analysis on the approximation error bounds and proved the statistical guarantees

of the approximations.

Yang et al. [129] developed another outlier detection approach named Abstract-C for

data streams. They identified the challenge of pattern detection for data streams: the

expiration of data points gives rise to complex changes in the existing patterns. More

specifically, for the neighbor-based outlier detection, the problem becomes how to update

the neighbor counts when data points expire due to the window sliding, without maintain-

ing an exact neighbor list for each data point but only counts of neighbors. The provided

solution takes advantage of the ”predictability” of the neighbor counts for the succeeding

windows. Abstract-C calculates the lifespan of each data point and preserves that informa-

tion when updating the neighbor counts for that data point. Each data point is associated

with its future neighbor counts for the next few window slides. In other words, the ex-

piration of the data points is pre-handled, and no updating related to neighbor counts is

required when they are eliminated from the sliding window. Abstract-C is more efficient

and takes less space compared to STORM.

Kontaki et.al [130] introduced DUE and MCOD, event-based outlier detection ap-

proaches for data streams. DUE reacts to the expiration events to update the neighbor

lists of only the related data points. DUE maintains a priority queue, named event queue,

to store the unsafe inliers, which are those with less than k succeeding neighbors. The

priority in the queue is determined by the earliest expiration time of the preceding neigh-

bors. Also, an outlier list is maintained to keep track of all the current outliers. When the

window slides, expired data instances trigger events to update the neighbor information of

the unsafe inliers in the event queue. Some of them may become outliers and be moved

to the outlier list. For newly added data points, a neighbor search is performed, and the

resulting preceding and succeeding neighbor lists are created for each of them. Then they

may be put into the outlier list or inlier list according to the number of their neighbors.

The neighbors of the newly added data points also update their neighbor list, and they

may be moved from the current queue depending on the neighbor counts. DUE is efficient
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at adjusting the outlier evaluation in response to the window sliding due to the event-

based mechanism. However, the event queue takes extra time and memory to maintain

the desired sorted order.

The specialty of MCOD [130] is its employment of micro-clusters to reduce the number

of range query searches, i.e., searching for the neighbors of a data point within a radius.

A micro-cluster is centered by one data point with a radius of r/2, comprising at least

k + 1 member points. The data instances belonging to such micro-clusters are guaranteed

to be inliers because every pair of data points has a distance of less than r, due to the

triangular inequality of the distance metric. When the window slides, expired data points

in the micro-clusters are removed. This can cause the dismission of a micro-cluster if it has

less than k + 1 members after the removal of the expired data points. In such cases, the

remaining data points are processed as newly added ones. New data points can be added

to existing micro-clusters if they are within the distance. New points can also form a new

micro-cluster after range query searches among the ”free” points that are not included in

any micro-clusters if there are at least k neighbors within the r/2-radius area of the new

point. Aside from the points in micro-clusters, those “free” points are treated differently

because they may have outliers and unsafe inliers. An event queue as in DUE [130] is

maintained to manage the unsafe inliers. MCOD is advantageous in execution time thanks

to the reduction of the neighbor searches. MCOD also needs less memory space since the

points inside a micro-cluster do not need an extra neighbor list.

Cao et al. [131] proposed an approach called Thresh LEAP to tackle the problem of

distance-based outlier detection for data streams. Thresh LEAP takes advantage of the

temporal relationships among the individual slides and treats a slide as a unit for the

neighbor counting. To be more specific, each data point maintains a list keeping track of

the number of neighbors in each slide. Reciprocally, each slide has a trigger list storing

the data points that will be affected when the slide expires. A strategy called “minimal

probing principle” is adopted, through which the neighbors in the same slide are searched

first, then the neighbors in the preceding slides are explored slide by slide from newest

to oldest. The probing stops as soon as more than k neighbors are found. When a slide

expires, the data points in the trigger are re-evaluated. If a data point has less than k

neighbors due to the expiration, succeeding slides will be probed for the data point while

preceding slides must have been probed already. The “minimal probing principle” as well

as indexing each slide individually give Thresh LEAP an advantage in CPU time, over

other distance-based outlier detection methods except MCOD, which uses micro-clusters.
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However, considerable memory cost will be incurred, especially when small slide size creates

a huge number of slides per window.

Even though the distance-based techniques are easy to understand and computationally

efficient for data streams, they also have limitations. First, it is tricky to find the appro-

priate values of parameters r and p for different datasets. Also, it assumes homogeneous

densities in the entire dataset. However, for real-life datasets, approaches like LOF [30]

that address local outliers may produce better results.

3.3.4.2 Density-based Outlier Detection in Data Streams

In this section, we introduce several outlier detection algorithms in data streams that are

based on the density of the data points with regard to the k-NN. All of these approaches

are extended from the LOF algorithm [30]. The distance-based approaches introduced in

the previous section are considered to be able to detect global outliers since they assume

homogeneous densities across the dataset. In contrast, as previously discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3.1.1, LOF usually achieves good performance in datasets with non-homogeneous

densities. This property also holds when it is used for data streams.Table 3.7 summarizes

the density-based approaches for data streams introduced in this section.

Table 3.7: Density-based outlier detection in data streams

Algorithm Features Window Type
Time
Complexity

Memory
Complexity

Comments

Incremental
LOF [132]

Selectively
updating
records

Landmark
window

O(N logN) O(Nk)
High memory
comlexity & high
time complexity

MiLOF [133]
c-means-based
summarization

Sliding
window

O(N logW ) O(Wk)
Low memory comlexity
& time complexity but
compromised accuracy

DILOF [134]
Density-based
summarization

Sliding
window

O(NW ) O(Wk)
Low memory comlexity
& time complexity
& high accuracy

1 N denotes the size of the overall data stream.
2 W denotes the width of the window.

Pokrajac et al. [132] proposed the first incremental version of LOF [30] for data streams.

The Incremental LOF aims at delivering equivalent performance as applying the original

LOF repeatedly on the data streams every time when a new data instance is received but

with significantly less execution time. Inserting new data points and deleting obsolete

data points (due to memory constraints or particular outdated behaviors) are followed by

updating the records (k-distance, LRD, LOF score, etc.) of existing data points. Incre-
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mental LOF is based on an important observation that the insertion and deletion can only

potentially affect a limited number of data points. To be more specific, the insertion or

deletion of a data instance i influences the k-distances of the k-reverse-nearest-neighbors

(k-RNN) of i. k-RNN of i is defined as the set of data points that have i as one of their

k-NN. The change of the k-distances leads to the change of reachability distances and

thus the LRDs of i’s k-RNN’s k-RNN, whose LOF scores need to be modified accordingly.

They proved that the maximal number of k-RNN of a data point is proportional to k and

exponentially proportional to the number of dimensions. Thus, if efficient approaches for

k-NN and k-RNN queries (with time complexity O (logN)) are applied, the overall time

complexity of incremental LOF for the entire data stream of size N is merely O (N logN),

if k and the dimensionality are treated as constants.

Salehi et al. [133] proposed MiLOF to overcome the unbounded memory issue of In-

cremental LOF by creating summarizations of previous data points, which leads to a fixed

memory bound. MiLOF divides the available memory storage into two parts: one part

for the newest b data points in the original form and the rest for c summaries of obsolete

data points. Whenever the memory is running out, the older half of the b data instances

are summarized and then removed from the memory. The summarization is performed

using c-means clustering [92]. The cluster centers are chosen as the representatives for the

clusters they belong to. These cluster centers also participate in the LOF score calculation

for the incoming data points as regular data points. However, the LOF-related records

(k-distance, reachability distance, LRD, and LOF score) associated with these cluster cen-

ters are not computed based on their k-NN but based on the clusters they represent. To

produce more accurate results, they introduced a flexible c-means which selectively sum-

marizes the regions that are less likely to contain outliers, therefore, the regions with a

higher probability of containing outliers are preserved in the original form. In order to

fix the memory bound, the summaries in the form of cluster centers are merged in the

same frequency of summarization so that only one single set of cluster centers exists. The

merging is carried out with a clustering algorithm which weights the cluster centers ac-

cording to the number of data points of the cluster. Subsequently, the updating of the

LOF-related records for the merged cluster centers ensues. The insertion of incoming data

points of MiLOF is similar to Incremental LOF but with modifications that handle the

cases when the cluster centers appear in the k-NN of the incoming data points. MiLOF

successfully reduces the memory consumption to a user-specified bound and decreases the

time complexity accordingly. However, the accuracy is inevitably compromised due to the
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summarization, which may not effectively preserve the density of the data instances.

Another LOF-based outlier detection algorithm for data streams called DILOF was pro-

posed by Na et al. [134]. DILOF also addresses the enormous memory consumption issue

of Incremental LOF and additionally provides a solution for detecting a long sequence of

outliers. Different from MiLOF, which uses c-means clustering for summarization, DILOF

adopts a novel density-based sampling scheme to summarize the data, without prior as-

sumptions on the data distribution. Thanks to this summarization technique, DILOF is

shown to outperform MiLOF in detection accuracy. Similar to MiLOF, DILOF has a de-

tection phase and a summarization phase. In the summarization phase, a window of size

W is maintained. As soon as the window is filled with data, W/4 out of the oldest W/2

data points are selected according to a proposed density-based sampling algorithm while

the unselected points are removed to free up space of W/4. The goal of the summarization

phase is to select the data points whose density resembles the original data to the highest

possible degree. To achieve this end, they defined this task as a combinatorial optimization

problem by extending a non-parametric Renyi divergence estimator [135] and converted the

problem into a solvable binary constrained optimization problem. Then they introduced a

new component for the objective function in order to preserve the data distribution. Fur-

thermore, they developed a heuristic distance approximation technique, which was shown

to greatly accelerate the summarization phase while still preserving the detection accuracy.

As for the detection phase, they adopted the same method by Incremental LOF, which only

updates the data points that are influenced when insertion or deletion happens. Moreover,

they introduced a strategy called the skipping scheme to detect a group of outliers that

comes in the form of long sequences. The skipping scheme shortcuts the detection process

when a data point is found to be part of an outlier sequence. The assumption underlying

the skipping scheme is that sequence outliers arrive consecutively, whereas the members

of an emerging new class (considered to be normal data points) come in alternately with

inliers.

MiLOF and DILOF have both managed to overcome the limitations of memory and

execution time in Incremental LOF by summarizing a portion of the data points, which

allows for keeping only a limited number of data points in the memory. Thanks to a

better summarization technique, DILOF tends to outperform MiLOF in terms of accuracy

measured by AUC. On the other hand, MiLOF seems to beat DILOF in time complexity.

However, in the experiments of [134], DILOF outperforms MiLOF in terms of execution

time. This is because we treat the parameters related to c-means (the maximum number of
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iterations, number of cluster centers, etc.) as constants. In practice, when window width

W is comparatively small to the c-means-related parameters, DILOF tends to outperform

MiLOF.

3.3.4.3 Clustering-based Outlier Detection in Data Streams

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1.2, clustering-based approaches are advantageous over distance-

based and density-based outlier detection in terms of time complexity. However, the gran-

ularity of outlier analysis is sacrificed. It is also noteworthy that the performance and the

property of the outlier detection techniques depend heavily on the underlying clustering

algorithms. For instance, a k-means-based approach may not be able to identify outliers

in the context of arbitrary-shaped clusters. In the setting of data streams, new challenges

include ensuring scalability, devising incremental strategies, etc. In this section, we discuss

outlier detection approaches for data streams that are based on clustering. We summarize

the characteristics of these approaches in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Clustering-based outlier detection in data streams

Algorithm Features Window Type Score Based on
Predefined
Cluster
Number

Comments

D-Stream [136]
Grid-based
clustering

Damped window Density of a grid No

Arbitrary-shaped
clusters
but poor scalability
to high dimension

Elahi et al. [137]
k-means & delayed
determination
of outliers

Non-overlapping
sliding window

Distance to
cluster centers

Yes
Assuming spherical
clusters & too
many parameters

AnyOut [138]
Hierarchical
clustering &
ClusTree [139]

Damped window
Distance to cluster
centers & Gaussian
probability density

No

Real-time & varying
granularity but
assuming spherical
clusters

Salehi et al. [140]
Hyperellipsoidal
clustering

Non-overlapping
sliding window

Whether belongs
to a cluster

No
Time efficient &
addressing switching
data streams

Chenaghlou et al. [141]
Hyperellipsoidal
clustering
& Gaussian clusters

Non-overlapping
sliding window

Gaussian
probability density

No
Time efficient &
addressing emerging
distributions

Chen et al. [136] introduced a grid-based approach called D-Stream for data stream

clustering, which can also be used to detect and remove outliers. On the one hand, D-

Stream maps the incoming data points to grids in an online fashion. On the other hand,

D-Stream periodically forms clusters from the grids and eliminates the so-called “sporadic

grids” that are considered to be outliers. Concretely, each existing data point is associated

with a density coefficient, which decays with the elapse of time, in order to capture the
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dynamic changes of the data stream. The density of a grid is defined as the sum of the

density coefficients of the data points residing in the grid. The grid density is updated

when new data points are mapped to it. Due to the property of the density coefficient’s

decay factor, it is adequate to just maintain a characteristic vector for each grid rather

than keeping track of all the density coefficients of the data points. In order to group the

grids into clusters, the grids are classified into dense grids, sparse grids, and transitional

grids according to the grid density. Based on the classification of the grids, a cluster is

formed by connecting a group of dense grids that are surrounded by sparser grids. Due to

the decaying factor, the class of a grid may change over time, which leads to the dynamic

changes of the clusters. Therefore, the cluster structure needs to be periodically adjusted.

With the assumption that outliers are mapped to grids with very few data points, they

developed a threshold function to detect the grids with a density under a certain value.

Note that the decaying factor can also result in low grid density even if the grid has a

decent number of data points. This type of grid is not expected to be removed as outliers.

Therefore, the threshold function is designed to distinguish this case from a grid having

very few data points.

Elahi et al. [137] proposed an outlier detection algorithm based on k-means clustering

for data streams. The data stream to be processed is treated as chunks of data, which is

essentially the non-overlapping sliding window model. There are two sets of cluster centers

maintained throughout the stream processing. One set is called the actual cluster centers,

which are the output of k-means clustering based on merely the current chunk of data.

The other set is called the updated cluster centers, which are initiated as the average of

previous updated cluster centers and current actual cluster centers, then run through k-

means using both the current data chunk and candidate outliers. The candidate outliers

are determined based on the distance of a data point to its updated cluster center. In order

to address the scenario of pioneering members of an emerging cluster being falsely treated

as outliers, the algorithm withholds the candidate outliers for L (user-specified parameter)

chunks of data processing. The outlier scores for a candidate are accumulated during the

course of L chunks, after which the candidate is finally judged to be an outlier or not.

Therefore, only the cluster centers and candidate outliers are being held in memory while

the data points considered to be safe are discarded. This strategy greatly reduces memory

consumption. Even though this approach is intuitive and efficient, it has limitations such

as requiring the determination of multiple parameters (k, L, outlier threshold, etc.) and

assuming the spherical shape of clusters due to the use of k-means clustering.
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Assent et al. [138] proposed an anytime outlier detection method called AnyOut, which

leverages a tree structure built as the result of hierarchical clustering to represent the

data and determine the outlier scores for the incoming data points in new window slides.

AnyOut establishes a tree structure called ClusTree, which was developed by Kranen et

al. [139] originally for parameter-free hierarchical clustering of data streams. Each tree

node in ClusTree compactly represents a cluster by use of cluster features, which is a tuple

composed of the number of the data points in the cluster, the linear sum of these points,

and the squared sum of them. ClusTree is capable of updating the cluster features when

new data points join the model. ClusTree also has additional buffer entries that allow for

the anytime insertion of clusters. When it comes to building a ClusTree, they adopted a

top-down bulk loading method [142], uses the expectation maximization [143] algorithm.

AnyOut emphasizes the real-time characteristic of itself. With more time given, it outputs

a finer-grained and more accurate score. This is achieved by a top-down outlier assessment

strategy, in which the data point finds its closest cluster at each level. When the next

data point arrives, and the result for the current data point must be returned, the outlier

score is computed based on its relation with the most recently found cluster in the tree.

Two ways to calculate the outlier score are provided. The first is called mean outlier score,

defined as the distance between the data point and the mean of the entries in the cluster

(resembling the centroids in k-means [92]). The second way is based on the Gaussian

probability density of the data point.

Salehi et al. [140] introduced a weighted ensemble framework to detect outliers in data

streams, which uses a clustering algorithm to model the normal patterns of data instances

in previous windows. Their approach addresses the scenario where a data stream alter-

nates between different states, each of which potentially consists of multiple distributions.

The proposed framework comprises three components. First, all data points in the cur-

rent window are clustered by the HyCARCE clustering algorithm [144]. HyCARCE is

a density-based hyperellipsoidal clustering algorithm without predefined cluster numbers.

HyCARCE outputs a set of cluster boundaries, which can be viewed as the built “cluster-

ing model”. Every window is clustered, and their clustering models are kept in memory

for the computation of the ensemble score for the incoming data points. The second com-

ponent of the framework is to define the similarity between two clustering models, from

which the ensemble weight is derived. To this end, the focal distance [145] between two

hyperellipsoids is adopted. To be more specific, for two clustering models, the distance

of every pair of hyperellipsoid boundaries, each from a different clustering model, is first
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computed. Then pairs of boundaries are selected out in a greedy fashion, starting from the

shortest distance. In the end, the reciprocal of the sum of the resulting pairs’ distances is

used as the similarity between two clustering models. The third component of the frame-

work is to calculate the outlier score for a data point in the new window with the ensemble

model, based on the relationship between the data point and previous clustering models.

Specifically speaking, the algorithm checks if that data point belongs to any cluster for

each clustering model in the history, based on whether the Mahalanobis distance between

the data point and the cluster hyperellipsoid is beyond a threshold. The check produces a

binary score for each previous clustering model. Then the final outlier score is the weighted

sum of those binary scores, the weight being the similarity between the current clustering

model and the corresponding former clustering model.

Another data stream outlier detection approach based on the HyCARCE clustering

algorithm [144] was proposed by Chenaghlou et al. [141]. Different from the method

presented in [140], their approach models normal data patterns using Gaussian clusters and

derives the outlier score based on the Gaussian probability density function of a cluster.

Besides, the proposed approach is aware of and handles the newly emerging clusters. To

process the data points in a new window, the first stage of the proposed approach is to

find out if existing Gaussian clusters can explain the underlying distribution of some of

the data points. To this end, they created two criteria: 1) the number of data points in

the new window fitting the cluster must not be too few, which is tested by Cumulative

Binomial Probability (CBP) function; 2) the data points must spread out the cluster, which

is tested by transforming the data points into standard Gaussian distributions [146], then

into a spherical coordinate system [147]. The second stage is to detect potential emerging

Gaussian clusters by using CBP, after removing the data points that can be explained by

existing models in the first stage. If the result is positive, HyCARCE clustering is employed

to cluster these data points and save the new model. Finally, the score of a data point is

the maximum value among the probabilities of the data point being observed under each

of the Gaussian clusters.

3.3.5 Distributed Outlier Detection

Distributed systems and algorithms (e.g., [148]) are not a completely new topic. In a variety

of domains, there have been a considerable amount of research on distributed systems,

e.g., distributed simulation [149–154], wireless ad-hoc networks [155–166], vehicular ad-
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hoc networks [167–172], mobile distributed multimedia systems [173,174], etc.

With the advent of the big data era, distributed algorithms for data mining and ma-

chine learning are especially in high demand. This is because traditional centralized data

mining and machine learning methods fall short for a few reasons. First, the resources

of an individual computer may not be sufficient to perform the computation tasks due to

limitations in disk storage, memory, CPU, etc. Second, the centralized algorithms may not

be able to satisfy the rigid time constraints required by many modern applications, e.g.,

real-time big data analytic applications. Moreover, the datasets themselves are tending to

become more and more distributed.

In this section, we talk about recently proposed outlier detection approaches that func-

tion in a distributed manner to address the big data challenge. Table 3.9 summarizes

the approaches discussed in this section. A challenging task for extending outlier de-

tection to the distributed setting is minimizing the communication overhead while still

guaranteeing the accuracy. This task is especially difficult for methods that require the

computation of pairwise distances between data points. It is worth noting that in addition

to the algorithms to be introduced subsequently, some works focusing on distributed k-NN

search [175–179] can be inspirational for the development of distributed k-NN-based outlier

detection algorithms.

Table 3.9: Distributed outlier detection

Algorithm
Base
Outlier
Detector

Distributed
Infrastructure

Features Comments

Bhaduri et al. [180] ORCA [113]
Network of
ring topology

Top-N pruning
High communication
overhead

Angiulli et al. [181] Solvingset [182]
Ethernet network
with TCP sockets

Top-N pruning
Impaired scalability
due to broadcasting

DLOF [36] LOF [30]
Hadoop
MapReduce

Grid-based
partitioning &
duplication reduction

Reduced comminication
overhead but not scalable
to high dimensionality

DTOLF [183] LOF [30]
Hadoop
MapReduce

Grid-based
partitioning &
top-N pruning

Reduced comminication
overhead but not scalable to
high dimensionality

OW-OCRF [24]
One-class
random forest [184]

Wireless
sensor network

Weighted ensemble
Real-time response
& high accuracy

Bhaduri et al. [180] developed DOoR, a distributed solution for the ORCA method [113],

which uses the kth nearest neighbor distance as the outlier score and has a simple pruning

rule. DOoR operates in a cluster of machines connected with a ring overlay topology, with

an additional central machine that connects to all the machines in the ring. The central

node maintains a list of current top-N points and the largest kth nearest neighbor distances
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as the cutoff threshold for pruning. Whenever the threshold information is updated in the

central node, it will be broadcast to every machine in the ring topology for the most

effective pruning. Each worker node in the ring contains a partition of the data. A worker

node receives data partition from its previous node and validates the outlierness against

its own local data partition, then passes it to the next node. After being passed around a

circle, those data points not pruned will be sent to the central node for further evaluation.

Essentially, all the data points not pruned are broadcast across the cluster, which incurs

possibly high communication cost in the network and thus is not scalable to a very large

scale of datasets.

Angiulli et al. [181] extended the SolvingSet algorithm [182] to the distributed envi-

ronment. The solving set is an iteratively expanding sample set, based on which every

data instance outside the set estimates their approximate k-NN in each iteration. A top-N

outlier score is maintained and updated so that non-outliers can be pruned in advance. In

the distributed setting, the solving set is broadcast across the cluster. The method also

consists of the parallel computation and the synchronization of the partial results. This

approach falls short in case of big datasets due to the correspondingly increasing size of

the solving set to be broadcast.

Bai et al. [185] proposed a distributed solution for LOF. A grid-based partitioning

method that tries to balance the workload and allocate the adjacent grids to the same ma-

chines is adopted. Based on the relation between the local k-distance and the grid borders,

data instances whose k-NN all reside in the same partition can be identified. They are

named “grid-local tuples”. For other data instances, which are named “cross-grid tuples”,

they have devised a way to construct a minimum rectangle extension in every possible

adjacent grid, which covers all the potential neighbors. Yan et al. [36] proposed a similar

distributed version of Local Outlier Factor (LOF), named DLOF. DLOF greatly resembles

the approach presented by Bai [185], but some extra optimizations are also introduced.

DLOF uses grid-based data partitioning, with which each partition works in a fully dis-

tributed fashion. To ensure its compliance with the popular shared-nothing distributed

infrastructures, the notion of supporting area is created so that every data instance p is

distributed to other partitions where p is a k-nearest neighbor to some instances in those

partitions. Moreover, some optimizations are introduced based on the observations that

the necessary extending area for a data instance p cannot exceed the sphere with a radius

of the local k-distance of p as well as that a data instance whose LOF score is computed

and is not needed in any of the supporting areas can be eliminated.
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The Distributed Top-N LOF (DTOLF) [183] provided a distributed solution for the

Top-N LOF approach proposed in [186]. DTOLF also utilizes grid-based data partition-

ing as DLOF [36]. It features a pruning strategy that eliminates data instances that are

guaranteed not to be Top-N outliers and that are not needed by the computation of other

machines. The pruning strategy takes into account the distances between the data points

inside a partition and the boundaries of the partitions. Because the pruning strategy merely

relies on the local data characteristics of a specific partition itself, it enables the reduction

of communication cost among the machines in a cluster. Additionally, this elimination

strategy reduces the data duplication rated compared to DLOF. To mitigate the problem

of higher-dimensional data, they have introduced a correlation-aware partitioning, which is

based on the observation that real-world datasets usually have strongly correlated dimen-

sions, and thus data partitioning can be carried out merely on independent dimensions.

A major limitation of the methods relying on grid-based data partitioning is that they

do not scale well with the dimensions of the data. The number of grid cells grows expo-

nentially with the increase of data dimensions. In the case of k-NN-based algorithms, each

data instance may be needed by a great number of other grids or partitions in order to

determine the k-NN neighborhoods. This usually incurs high communication cost across

the cluster.

Moreover, Tsou et al. [24] presented a distributed unsupervised anomaly detection

framework to address the challenges in anomalous behavior detection of wireless sensor net-

work devices. A wireless sensor network [187–193] comprises a collection of geographically

dispersed devices that can measure and record environmental conditions (e.g., tempera-

ture, air poluttion level, etc.). The proposed anomaly detection framework approach relies

on the one-class random forest [184], and the devices collaborate by sharing their models

instead of data. To discriminate decision tree models according to their effectiveness, they

developed an unsupervised ensembling algorithm to optimize the weights of the decision

trees. The weights are learned by minimizing the uncertainty of the predictions for data

points in an unsupervised fashion.
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Chapter 4

Distributed Local Outlier Factor in

MapReduce

Local Outlier Factor [30] has been a very popular outlier detection method over the past few

years. LOF is based on the relatvie densities of data instances to their nearest neighbors

instead of absolute density adopted by many of the previous methods [88] [113]. Thus LOF

is more suitable to be applied to datasets with regions of different densities and outperforms

other algorithms in a wide range of applications [89].

However, the traditional centralized LOF is limited by its computational cost mainly

due to the k-NN search, especially when the datasets increase rapidly in size. Additionally,

the datasets of nowadays are becoming more and more distributed. Therefore, scalable

distributed LOF algorithms are highly desirable.

We start by introducing a baseline MapReduce solution for LOF in Spark, which is

named MR-LOF. We show that it has comparatively high communication and computation

overhead. To decrease the execution time, we propose an approximate algorithm that

takes advantage of a two-layered LSH for data partitioning and computes approximate

LOFs locally in a self-sufficient way. We name this method MR-LOF-LSH. To provide a

more accurate approximation, we have developed a strategy called cross-partition updating

that recalculates the LOFs of the top candidates based on the candidates’ actual global

k-nearest neighborhoods.
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4.1 MR-LOF: A Baseline Distributed LOF Approach

in MapReduce

This section gives a detailed description of MR-LOF, the baseline distributed LOF ap-

proach in the MapReduce paradigm. On a high level, we first broadcast the dataset in

partitions so that each data instance can get in touch with every other data instance to

form the k-nearest neighborhood. The k-NN information is then used in successive steps

to compute the k-distance, local reachability density (LRD) and finally the LOF score for

each data instance step by step. In the end, we analyze the induced shuffle cost and time

complexity of MR-LOF in the distributed setting.

We make use of several concepts and functions from MapReduce and Apache Spark to

better explain various stages in this approach. They are:

• RDD: as mentioned in Section 2.1.2.2, an RDD is a distributed immutable collection

of objects and all the objects in an RDD should be of the same type. For example,

each object in neighborhoodRDD, as shown in Figure 4.1, is a key-value pair. The

key is the data instance ID, and the value is an array of tuples, each of which consists

of a neighbor’s ID and the corresponding distance from that neighbor to the data

instance. RDD is the core abstraction in Spark and data processing in Spark heavily

relies on RDDs.

• Map: the map function applies another function on each element of a RDD. In the

pseudocode of this thesis, the function being applied to each element is described in

the function body of the map function, whose input is one of those elements in the

collection. Often the elements are in key-value pairs.

• ReduceByKey and GroupByKey: reduceByKey merges together the key-value

pairs with the same key and applies another function on each key and the corre-

sponding list of merged values, denoted as valList in the psuedocode. To be more

accurate, the function being applied is performed on an accumulator, one value each

time, with the output as the new accumulator for the next value. By contrast,

groupByKey only performs the merging.

• Join and LeftJoin: join combines two RDDs and merges two key-value pairs with

the same key, each from one of the RDDs. The resulting key-value-value tuples are
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the elements in the output RDD. The difference between leftJoin and join is similar

to that in SQL.

• Emit: emit is not a function used in the MapReduce programming model. It is used

here to declare the ending of a map or reduceByKey function and specify the format

of the objects in the output RDD on a per-key basis.

Besides, the symbols used in the psyeudocode are summarized in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Overview of RDD transformations
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MR-LOF can be roughly outlined by three stages, computing k-nearest neighborhood,

computing local reachability density (LRD) and computing final LOF. Figure 4.1 presents

the overview of MR-LOF by illustrating the transformations among the RDDs. What an

individual element of a RDD contains is denoted by the blue square box beside the RDD

box, and the arrow represents the transformation.

Symbol Description

Partitions
The input dataset in the form of multiple partitions dis-
tributed on different physical machines

d A data instance
dID The index of a data instance d

dist
The distance (squared Euclidean distance is used in this
work) between two data instances whose indices are in-
volved

Table 4.1: Symbols in the pseudocode and their descriptions

4.1.1 Compute K-Nearest Neighborhood

In this stage, the original dataset is processed and the k-NN of each data instance are

found, which is as shown in Algorithm 1. In order to make every data instance appear in

every other instance’s search scope for the nearest neighborhood, each partition is broad-

casted across the cluster. For readers who are interested, this is implemented using RDD’s

mapPartitions method and Spark’s broadcast variable. computeNeighborhood(line 6) finds

the k-NN of d from partition Pj by maintaining a priority queue of size k. The record

emitted by the map function is a key-value pair containing the ID of a data instance and

its neighbors found on a particular partition.

In typical cases where there are more than one partition, we can expect multiple records

exist for the same data point ID in the output of the map function. reduceByKey collects

the records with the same key and merges these neighborhoods into one final neighborhood

of size k. This procedure is performed by applying mergeNeiborhood (line 4) on two neigh-

borhoods each time, resulting in a new neighborhood of size k (denoted as accumulator)

to be merged with the next neighborhood. Since the neighbor array generated from map

function is sorted (by dequeuing the priority queue), mergeNeiborhood is simply merging

two sorted arrays, keeping only the top k neighbors with the smallest distances.
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Algorithm 1 Neighborhood RDD

Input Partitions
Output neibhorhoodRDD

1: function Map(Pi ∈ Partitions)
2: broadcast Pi across the cluster
3: for all Pj ∈ Partitions where i 6= j do
4: obtain broadcasted Pi on Pj
5: for all d ∈ Pi do
6: (dID, Array(neighborID, dist)) ← ComputeNeighborhood(d, Pj)
7: Emit(dID, Array(neighborID, dist))
8: end for
9: end for

10: end function

1: function ReduceByKey(dID, valList = [Array(neighborID, dist), ...])
2: accumulator(neighborID, dist)← empty
3: for all array ∈ valList do
4: accumulator ← MergeNeighborhood(accumulator, array)
5: Emit(dID, accumulator)
6: end for
7: end function

4.1.2 Compute Local Reachability Density

The computation of local reachability density RDD is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The

definition of local reachability density can be found in Eq. (3.1). It requires two auxiliary

RDDs, namely the k-distance RDD and the neighborhood-reverse RDD. As the names

indicate, those RDDs contain related information for each data point.

We obtain the k-distance RDD by getting the last element in the neighbor array for

each data instance. Neighborhood-reverse RDD is generated with Algorithm 2, which

reverses the key-value relationship between a data point and its neighbors, resulting in

an RDD containing information about in which data points’ neighbhorhood the key data

point resides.

The map function in Algorithm 3 works on an RDD joining k-distance RDD and

neighborhood-reverse RDD, which allows us to find the reachability distance between a

data point and its neighbors. Finally, the local reachability density is the reciprocal of the

average reachability distance between a data instance and its k-NN.
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Algorithm 2 Reverse Neighborhood RDD

Input neighborhoodRDD
Output neighborhoodReverseRDD

1: function Map((k : dID, v : Array(neighborID, dist)) ∈ neighborhoodRDD)
2: for all (neighborID, dist) ∈ v do
3: Emit(neighborID, (dID, dist))
4: end for
5: end function

1: function GroupByKey(neighborID, valList = [(dID, dist), ...])
2: Emit(neighborID, valList)
3: end function

Algorithm 3 Local Reachability Density RDD

Input neighborhoodRDD
Output lrdRDD .
/* Preparatory RDD transformations */

1: kDistanceRDD ← GetKDistance(neighborhoodRDD)
2: neighborhoodReverseRDD ← ReverseNeighborhood(neighborhoodRDD)
3: joinedRDD ← JoinRDD(neighborhoodReverseRDD, kDistanceRDD)

1: function Map((k : neighborID, v) ∈ joinedRDD) .
/* v : (Array(dID, dist), NeighborKDistance) */

2: for all (dID, dist) ∈ v.array do
3: reachDistance←Max(v.NeighborKDistance, dist)
4: Emit(dID, (reachDistance, 1))
5: end for
6: end function

1: function ReduceByKey(dID, valList = [(reachDistance, count), ...])
2: (distanceSum, countSum)← (0, 0)
3: for all (reachDistance, count) ∈ valList do
4: distanceSum← distanceSum+ reachDistance
5: countSum← countSum+ count
6: end for
7: localReachabilityDensity ← countSum/distanceSum
8: Emit(dID, localReachabilityDensity)
9: end function
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4.1.3 Compute Final LOF RDD

The final stage consists of two steps: attaining the average local reachability density of

the neighborhood and computing the LOF score, which are detailed in Algorithm 4 and

Algorithm 5.

In Algorithm 4, the reverse neighbor relationship is used to produce the average local

reachability density in the neighborhood of each data instance, by joining neighorhood-

reverse RDD and LRD RDD. In Algorithm 5, by joining neighbor-average-LRD RDD and

LRD-RDD, the final LOF score for individual data instances can be obtained.

Algorithm 4 Neighbor Average Local Reachability Density(LRD) RDD

Input neighborhoodReverseRDD, lrdRDD
Output neighborAverageLrdRDD .
/* Preparatory RDD transformations */

1: joinedRDD ← LeftJoinRDD(neighborhoodReverseRDD, lrdRDD)

1: function Map((k : neighborID, v) ∈ joinedRDD) .
/* v : (Array(dID, dist), neighborLrd) */

2: for all (dID, dist) ∈ v.array do
3: Emit(dID, (neighborLrd, 1))
4: end for
5: end function

1: function ReduceByKey(dID, valList = [(neighborLrd, count), ...])
2: (neighborLrdSum, countSum)← (0, 0)
3: for all (neighborLrd, count) ∈ valList do
4: neighborLrdSum← neighborLrdSum+ neighborLrd
5: countSum← countSum+ count
6: end for
7: neighborAverageLrd← neighborLrdSum/countSum
8: Emit(dID, neighborAverageLrd)
9: end function

4.1.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the shuffle cost and the time complexity for computation. The

meaning of various symbols used for complexity analysis can be found at Table 4.2. To

simplify the analysis, we only take into account the major shuffle cost and computational

cost. Additionally, some assumptions are made to idealize the experimental situations:

• Each node in the cluster contains exactly one partition.
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Algorithm 5 Final LOF RDD

Input neighborAverageLrdRDD, lrdRDD
Output lofRDD .
/* Preparatory RDD transformations */

1: joinedRDD ← JoinRDD(neighborAverageLrdRDD, lrdRDD)

1: function Map((k : dID, v : (neighborAverageLrd, lrd)) ∈ joinedRDD)
2: for all (neighborAverageLrd, lrd) ∈ v do
3: lof ← neighborAverageLrd/lrd
4: Emit(dID, lof)
5: end for
6: end function

Symbol Description

N The total number of data instances in the dataset
Ni The number of data instances in the ith partition
p The number of partitions
m The number of dimensions (columns) of a data instance

k
The number of neighbors that form the k-NN neighbor-
hood

c
The number of outlier candidates (for MR-LOF-LSH
only)

j The number of LSH functions (for MR-LOF-LSH only)

Table 4.2: Symbols in the complexity analysis and their descriptions

• The partitions are evenly divided.

• The parallel stages on different nodes begin and end synchronously.

4.1.4.1 Shuffle Cost

Many distributed data processing jobs inevitably involve communication and data trans-

mission among different nodes. The shuffle cost is the size of data to be transferred over

the cluster, although the entry size of the data (e.g., a double number has 8 bytes) is

omitted in our analysis for simplicity. The shuffle data must be written to the disk, trans-

ferred over the network then loaded into memory again. Therefore, shuffling can be very

time-consuming when the data size is considerably big.

In computing the neighborhood RDD, the shuffle cost is induced by broadcasting indi-

vidual partitions to every other node as well as performing reduceByKey in order to merge
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the intermediate k-NN information. Note that each data instance’s ID corresponds to p

records as emitted by the map function in Algorithm 1. Thus, this stage has a shuffle cost

of

p

p∑
i=1

Nim+ p

p∑
i=1

Ni k = Np (m+ k) .

As for computing neighborhood-reverse RDD, groupByKey incurs a shuffle cost of

p

p∑
i=1

Ni · k = Npk.

The shuffle cost in computing local reachability density RDD is incurred by the joinRDD

and reduceByKey, leading to a cost of

N · k +N · k +N = N (2k + 1) .

Note that each data instance is linked with k records in the result of map function of

Algorithm 3.

The processing described in Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5 has a shuffle cost of

N · k +N +N · k +N +N = N (2k + 3) .

caused by join and reduceByKey.

In summary, the shuffle cost is:

N (pm+ 2pk + 4k + 4) .

4.1.4.2 Time Complexity for Computation

The time complexity for computation described here is used to analyze the time to be

spent on parallel computation, excluding the time cost for data transferring (shuffling).

In the phase of computing neighborhood RDD, each invocation of computeNeighbor-

hood contributes N
p
k because of the sequential scan for neighbors and the computation of

Euclidean distances. Considering the partition is evenly divided, and the broadcasting of

single partitions happens sequentially, the time complexity for the map stage is
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p ·
(
N

p

)2

·mk = O

(
N2

p

)
,

where we treat m and k as constants. We keep p considering the assumption that each

node has a maximum computing capacity for a certain number of data points due to the

limitation of memory, storage, etc. Therefore, p is expected to increase as the N goes up,

in order to prevent system failures.

As for the reduceByKey stage, each data instance has p records and the merging occurs

in parallel on p nodes. Also, each merging scans k elements in two sorted arrays. Therefore,

the reduceByKey stage has a time complexity of

p ·N
p
· k = O (N) .

In later phases of the data processing, the time complexity for computation is bounded

by O (N) since it only involves simple arithmetic computation.

In summary, the time complexity for parallel computation is given by

O

(
N2

p

)
.

4.2 MR-LOF-LSH: A Distributed LOF Approach in

MapReduce with Locality-Sensitive Hashing

As we can observe from the complexity analysis in last section, the baseline MR-LOF

incurs high time complexity for computation and extremely expensive shuffle cost. The

high overhead is primarily attributed to the fact that every data point is shuffled to every

other machine to compute the LOF for every data instance in a shared-nothing architecture

like MapReduce. Besides, the computation of LOF is complex. As pointed out in [36],

computing the LOF of a data instance involves its k-NN, its k-NN’s k-NN and its k-NN’s

k-NN’s k-NN, all together k + k2 + k3 points. This leads to the complicated interactions

of the intermediate RDDs.

In order to reduce the computation cost and shuffle cost, we propose an approximate

method by exploiting LSH for data partitioning. We name it MR-LOF-LSH. MR-LOF-LSH

consists of three stages: LSH partitioning, local computation and cross-partition updating,
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the overview of which is depicted in Figure 4.2. The black circles and white circles represent

two different types of normal data instances while the circles with black stripes represent

outliers.

We use LSH to partition the dataset so that closer data points have higher chances

of falling into the same partition. As the example in Figure 4.2 shows, the white circles

fall in different partitions from the black circles. This property is highly desirable for the

distributed LOF method because we want most of the k-NN to be found in local LOF

computations. However, it is still possible that some data instances have some of their k-

NN separated from the partition they belong to, leading to a poor-quality approximation

of LOF scores. To tackle this issue, we have developed a strategy called cross-partition

updating, which updates the LOF of the top-N outlier candidates based on the actual

global k-NN of these candidates.

4.2.1 LSH Data Partitioning

In distributed file systems such as HDFS, data are divided into a number of partitions,

each partition stored on a different physical computer. How the dataset is partitioned

has a significant impact on the quality of the outlier detection result for our method. We

make use of a two-layered LSH scheme to map individual data instances to a 1-dimensional

space. The LSH value determines which partition a data instance should be placed in.

For the first layer, we take

H(v) = [h1(v), h2(v), ...hk(v)] . (4.1)

Each of the k values hi(v) ... is drawn from the hash family mentioned earlier as

Eq. (3.14), where the entries of a are randomly sampled from the standard Gaussian

distribution, which is a 2-stable distribution.

For the second layer, we simply take

g(x) = a′ · x, (4.2)

with a′ being a k-dimensional vector, entries of which are randomly selected from the

standard Gaussian distribution. Note that the input vector x for the second-layer function

is the output of the first-layer function, consisting of k elements. Thus, for a data instance
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Figure 4.2: The overview of MR-LOF-LSH

v, the final output hash value is g (H (v)).

Then we sort the hash values of the data points and divide them into as many segments

as the given number of partitions. Each segment represents an actual partition. The data

instances are to be transferred to specific partitions based on which segment the hash

value lies in. The segmentation of the hash value space is ideally expected to result in

each partition containing roughly the same number of data points, in consideration of load

balancing. Figure 4.3 illustrates an overview of the mapping from d-dimensional data to
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k-dimensional space of first-layer hash values, and finally to 1-dimensional space of second-

layer hash values.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the two-layered mapping from d-dimensional data to 1-
dimensional hash value space with segments

To avoid the excessive shuffling induced by sorting the entire RDD, an approach similar

to Hadoop TeraSort [194] can be exploited here. The actual implementation used in our

experiments is RDD’s sortBy function. In short, we grasp the approximate data distribu-

tion in individual partitions via reservoir sampling. The sample size for each partition is

60, and the overall sampling size is bounded by 6 minions. With the approximate distribu-

tion information, the hash value ranges for individual partitions can be determined so that

each range would predictably contain a roughly equal number of elements. Therefore, the

partitioning can be performed merely by mapping the data instances to the corresponding

ranges their hash values fall in.

Next, we analyze the two-layered LSH scheme. As indicated in [53], two data instances

with a larger Euclidean distance have a higher probability of resulting in a larger difference

between hash values computed from Eq. (3.14). In other words, the difference between the

hash values preserves the Euclidean distance in the original data space. Similarly, the

second layer LSH function as described by Eq. (4.2) preserves the distance between the

vectors of hash values computed from the first layer hash function, which will be proven

at the end of this section. Therefore, the output of the two-layered LSH scheme contains

information about the Euclidean distance in the original data space. If we segment those

hash values taking into account their orders and differences, we will have a higher chance

to gather data points close to each other in the same partition.
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Here are the reasons why we have used Eq. (4.2) as the second layer LSH function

instead of applying Eq. (3.14) again. First of all, the floor operation in Eq. (3.14) results

in integers as the bin identifiers. This makes the segmentation of the hash values less

convenient for the sake of load balancing. Consider several scenarios: there can be more

partitions than bins, which means we need to devise a strategy to decide which bins to split

up and how to do that. Another scenario is that the sizes of the bins can be very different

and it is difficult to make sure the resulting partitions are roughly equal. Therefore,

using float hash values enables a fine granular partitioning with load balancing. If we

remove the floor operation in Eq. (3.14), b and w would have no impact on the partitioning

results. Thus it is simplified into Eq. (4.2), with the additional advantage of having fewer

parameters.

Theorem 4.2.1. For two data points v, q ∈ S, c = ‖v, q‖2 and a distance δ, a negative cor-

relation exists between Pr {|g (v)− g (q) | ≤ δ} and c; a positive correlation exists between

Pr {|g (v)− g (q) | ≤ δ} and δ.

Proof. |g (v) − g (q) | = |av − aq| = |a(v − q)|. According to the property of p-stable

distribution, a(v − q) has the same distribution as cX, where X is a standard Gaussian

distribution in this case. Let f(x) be the probability density function of the absolute value

of the standard Gaussian distribution, as described in Eq. (2.2). Therefore, the probability

density function of |a · (v − q)| is 1
c
f
(
x
c

)
. Thus,

Pr {|g (v)− g (q) | ≤ δ} =

∫ δ

0

1

c
f
(x
c

)
dx =

∫ δ
c

0

f (x) dx.

Considering the properties of f (x), we can easily draw a conclusion that a negative corre-

lation exists between Pr {|g (v)− g (q) | ≤ δ} and c; a positive correlation exists between

Pr {|g (v)− g (q) | ≤ δ} and δ.

4.2.2 Parallel Computation of LOF

Our goal is to find top-N outliers, which are the top-N data instances with the highest

LOF scores. After the LSH data partitioning, we assume that each data instance has a

high chance to find most of its k-NN locally. Thus, if we compute the LOF scores based

on the data points in the same partition, the result would very likely be close to the scores

computed based on the entire dataset. Moreover, the actual top-N outliers tend to have

relatively high LOF scores on every partition.
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Therefore, a good idea would be to globally sort the locally computed LOF scores and

pick the top-N points. But to avoid the shuffling cost induced by sorting the entire dataset,

our strategy is to collect top outlier candidates on each partition then merge the collections

to the driver (master node) to find the final top outliers.

However, some normal data instances could turn out high in LOF locally due to some

of its k-NN ending up in other partitions. If there is a considerable number of such normal

data instances, real outliers can be pushed out of the top-N list. To handle this situation,

we could expand the candidate size in order to cover more actual outliers and also verify

the candidates across the entire dataset in order to filter out some inliers having high LOF

scores locally. This strategy is to be detailed in next subsection.

Algorithm 6 Parallel Computation of LOF

Input Partitions: dataset in partitions, candiSize: candidate size
Output topCandidates

1: for all Pi ∈ Partitions do
2: localLOF ←ComputeLOF(Pi)
3: localTopN ←GetTopN(localLOF , candiSize)
4: topNList.Add(localTopN)
5: globalThreshList.Add(localTopN.min)
6: end for
7: topNList.FilterOut(globalThreshList.max)
8: topCandidates←GetTopN(topNList, candiSize)
9: Return(topCandidates)

The details of parallel computing of LOF are presented in Algorithm 6. The Com-

puteLOF function is the implementation of the centralized LOF algorithm. We have a few

methods to choose for k-NN search. Utilizing an indexing technique such as KD-tree [195]

leads to a time complexity of O (N logN). However, they are usually not applicable to

high dimensional datasets. Without loss of generality, we only make the sequential scans

aided with a priority queue, having a complexity of O(N2). However, the k-NN search

technique is a completely pluggable component in our framework, which can be altered to

suit specific practical scenarios.

Note that LOFPartitions and topNList are actually distributed collections (RDD).

They contain the partition information of the input data. localLOF is computed according

to Eq. (3.1) (3.2) (3.3). globalThreshList is a global accumulator, the corresponding

implementation in Spark being collectionAccumulator. It collects the smallest LOF score

among the local candidates (the nth candidate) for each partition and the pick the maximum
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among them (line 10) as the threshold to prune those candidates impossible to be in the

final top-N list thus reducing the number of data points to be shuffled across the network.

GetTopN is implemented based on a priority queue (heap).

This parallel computation scheme can significantly expedite the outlier detection pro-

cess because in addition to taking advantage of parallelism, there is much less communi-

cation over the network compared to MR-LOF.

Algorithm 7 Compute Candidates’ Global Neighborhoods

Input LOFPartitions, candidates
Output candidateNeibhorhoodRDD .
/* Preparatory processing */

broadcast candidates across the cluster

1: function Map(Pi ∈ LOFPartitions)
2: obtain broadcasted candidates on Pi
3: for all d ∈ candidates do
4: (dID, Array(neighborID, neighborInfo))← ComputeNeighborhood(d, Pi)
5: Emit(dID, Array(neighborID, neighborInfo)) .

/* neighborInfo contains information: k-distance, distance and density */
6: end for
7: end function

1: function ReduceByKey(dID, valList = [Array(neighborID, neighborInfo), ...])
2: accumulator(neighborID, neighborInfo)← empty
3: for all neighborhood ∈ valList do
4: accumulator ← MergeNeighborhood(accumulator, neighborhood)
5: Emit(dID, accumulator)
6: end for
7: end function

4.2.3 Cross-partition Updating

Since the LOFs output by Algorithm 6 are approximate scores, the resultant top-N list can

be different from that based on the actual LOF scores generated by MR-LOF. Consider a

specific scenario: some data instances are assigned high LOFs because most of their original

neighbors are distributed to other partitions. These data points become false positives and

can push real outliers out of the top-N list.

In order to filter out the false positive cases mentioned above and obtain a more accurate

top-N list of outliers based on LOF, we suggest a process called cross-partition updating,
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Algorithm 8 Update Candidate LOF Score

Input candidateNeibhorhoodRDD
Output candidateLRDRDD

1: function Map((k : dID, v) ∈ candidateNeibhorhoodRDD) .
/* v : Array(neighborID, neighborInfo) */

2: nborDensitySum← 0
3: nborReachDistSum← 0
4: for all (neighborID, neighborInfo) ∈ v do
5: nborDensitySum += neighborInfo.density
6: nborReachDistSum += Max(neighborInfo.kDistance, neighborInfo.dist)
7: end for
8: nborAverDensity ← nborDensitySum/v.size
9: density ← v.size/nborReachDistSum

10: lof ← nborAverDensity/density
11: Emit(dID, lof)
12: end function

which attempts to find more accurate LOF approximations for the outlier candidates.

Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8 illustrate this process.

At a high level, the idea is to broadcast the entire set of candidates across the clus-

ter in order to find their precise neighborhoods in a global sense. Then the new LOFs

are computed by using the information associated with the exact neighbors. The infor-

mation includes the distance between the data instance and its neighbor, the k-distance

of the neighbor and the reachability density (LRD) of the neighbor. The latter two are

approximate results computed as the intermediate products in parallel computing of LOF

(Algorithm 6), based on the data instances of merely one partition. The information can

be stored along with LOF scores in an RDD, which is referred to as LOFPartitions in

Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7.

4.2.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the shuffle cost and the time complexity for computation in

the same manner as in Section 4.1.4, with the same assumptions and symbols shown in

Table 4.2.
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4.2.4.1 Shuffle Cost

The major shuffle cost comes from LSH-partitioning, with the entire dataset and the LSH

value shuffled, leading to a shuffle cost of N ·m.

For the parallel computation of LOF, only the candidates are shuffled and sorted ac-

cording to the LOF. Each partition contributes c candidates. Therefore, the shuffle cost is

c · p.

Finally, during cross-partition updating, c candidates are broadcast in the cluster. The

neighborhood merging also induces shuffle cost. Thus, the shuffle cost for cross-partition

updating is c · p+ c · k.

Altogether, the shuffle cost is:

N ·m+ 2 · c · p+ c · k.

However, note that the candidate size c is usually sufficiently smaller than N , making the

terms associated with c negligible.

4.2.4.2 Time Complexity for Computation

LSH-partitioning computes a hash value for each data instance, using j hash functions,

thus the time complexity is
N

p
· j ·m = O

(
N

p

)
.

As for parallel computation of LOF, the time complexity is bounded by

(
N

p

)2

·m · k = O

((
N

p

)2
)
,

because of the sequential k-NN search.

During cross-partition updating, the time complexity incurred by searching for and

merging the candidates’ neighborhoods is

N

p
· ck + ck = O

(
N

p

)
.
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The total time complexity is bounded by

O

((
N

p

)2
)
.

4.2.4.3 In Comparison with MR-LOF

Let us assume that N is sufficiently large to a degree where m, k, j, c are negligible in

terms of complexity analysis, and we only look at the major terms. Hence the shuffle cost

comparison between MR-LOF and MR-LOF-LSH is:

Np · (m+ 2k) versus N ·m.

This indicates that the shuffle cost of MR-LOF increases p times as fast as that of MR-

LOF-LSH. Since p is the number of partitions (slave nodes), MR-LOF would predictably

scale worse than MR-LOF-LSH.

If we look at the comparison in time complexity for computation, then

O

((
N

p

)2
)

versus O

(
N2

p

)
.

We can see that their complexity both decreases with p, MR-LOF linearly and MR-LOF-

LSH quadratically. This also indicates that MR-LOF-LSH would scale better than MR-

LOF, to a growing size of the cluster.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation

In this chapter, we conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed distributed LOF meth-

ods with different parameter settings on real-life and synthetic datasets. We first describe

the experimental infrastructure and environment. Then we introduce the datasets that our

methods are applied to, including where they come from and how they are preprocessed.

The strategies for data normalization and duplicate handling are also presented. To eval-

uate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed methods, we use the elapsed execution

time and recall as the metrics. As for the actual experiments, we compare the execution

time of the baseline MR-LOF method and MR-LOF-LSH-CU. We also study the scalabil-

ity of MR-LOF-LSH-CU against different cluster sizes. To evaluate the accuracy, we vary

the number of partitions and the candidate size. Finally, we test the impact of the LSH

function parameter w and the number of LSH functions on the recall of MR-LOF-LSH.

Every experiment is performed on each of the three datasets.

For clarity, let us first look at the names for the methods evaluated in the experiments.

• MR-LOF: the method introduced in Section 4.1.

• MR-LOF-LSH: the method detailed in Section 4.2 without the cross-partition up-

dating.

• MR-LOF-LSH-CU: MR-LOF-LSH plus performing cross-partition updating in the

end.

• MR-LOF-RD: similar to MR-LOF-LSH in that LOFs are computed locally within

each partition, the difference being that MR-LOF-RD partitions the dataset ran-
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domly instead of using LSH functions for projection. MR-LOF-RD is used to con-

trast MR-LOF-LSH in order to see how much the LSH-partitioning contributes to

picking out the right top outliers.

5.1 Experimental Infrastructure

We conduct our experiments on Google Cloud Platform’s Dataproc clusters. A cluster

is established with one master node with 8 vCPUs, 30 GB memory and 200 GB disk

storage and multiple slave nodes each with 4 vCPUs, 15 GB memory and 100 GB disk

storage. The number of slave nodes is set the same as the number of data partitions. The

Spark version is 2.2.1 and Hadoop version is 2.8.4. All the Spark jobs run on YARN, the

resource management and job scheduling module of Hadoop. The Spark driver memory

is configured as 16 GB and Spark executor memory 4 GB. The number of Spark executor

cores is set to 2.

Table 5.1 presents the default values for the algorithm-related parameters in most

experiments. Besides, we have used a different w as in Eq. (3.14) for each dataset: Synthetic

0.2, CoverType 0.1 and KDDCup99 0.8, in order to deliver good performance. Those

default values do not apply when otherwise specified or when the parameter is used as a

varying parameter.

Name Description Default Value
nPartitions Number of data partitions 10

nNodes Number of slave nodes in the cluster 10
nLSHFunctions Number of LSH functions 15

nNeighbors Same as k in k-nearest neighbors 30
candidateTimes Ratio of candidate size to outlier size 2

Table 5.1: Default values for the parameters

5.2 Datasets

We evaluate our proposed methods on a synthetic dataset and two real-world datasets:

CoverType and KDDCup99, obtained from the UCI machine learning repository [196].
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The synthetic dataset is generated from 5 10-dimensional multivariate Gaussian dis-

tributions, each contributing 200,000 instances, resulting in 1,000,000 records altogether.

The multivariate Gaussian distributions have different mean vectors. Three of them have

a unit matrix as their covariance matrix while the other two use a diagonal matrix with 4

in each diagonal entry. The number of outliers is set as 1000.

CoverType contains cartographic attributes originally used to predict the type of forest

covers for 30X30 meter cells in the Rocky Mountain region. The dataset comprises 581,012

instances with 54 attributes. We remove the cover type labels to suit the unsupervised

outlier detection problem. The number of outliers is set as 1000.

The KDDCup99 dataset is created by simulating normal connections and intrusions

or attacks in a military network environment. It was initially used to evaluate supervised

network intrusion detectors (classifiers) in the Third International Knowledge Discovery

and Data Mining Tools Competition. For our experiments, data instances with labels

“normal”, “pod”, “guess passwd” and all other categories with less than 50 instances are

kept. This results in a dataset of 972,781 instances, among which 443 instances are marked

as outliers. We also made some modifications to the attributes. Categorical attribute

“service” is removed, and another categorical attribute “protocol type” is converted into

3 binary attributes with the one-hot encoding scheme.

Name Size Dimensions Outliers Percentage
synthetic 1,000,000 10 1000 0.1000

CoverType 581,012 54 1000 0.1720
KDDCup99 972,781 42 443 0.0455

Table 5.2: Overview of the datasets used for evaluation

5.3 Notable Implementation Details

5.3.1 Normalization

Normalization, also known as feature scaling, is generally used as a data preprocessing

method to standardize the range of the individual features of data. The motivation of

data normalization is to avoid the situation where the attributes of data contribute highly

disproportionately to the objective functions. For example, many classifiers and outlier
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detection methods use the Euclidean distance between instances. One of the attributes

will dominate the distance if it has a much broader range compared to others. In outlier

detection, distance plays a significant role thus normalization is usually necessary.

Some methods for normalization are listed as below. In our experiments, min-max

normalization is adopted.

Min-max normalization:

v′ =
v −min (v)

max (v)−min (v)
,

where v is the original value of an attribute of an instance and v′ is the normalized value.

min (v) and max (v) are the minimum value and maximum value of the attribute in the

entire dataset.

Mean normalization:

v′ =
v − average (v)

max (v)−min (v)
,

where average (v) is the mean value of the attribute.

Standardization:

v′ =
v − average (v)

σ
,

where σ is the standard deviation. The normalized data by standardization have zero-mean

and unit-variance for each feature.

5.3.2 Duplicate Handling

Duplicates are instances in a dataset that have exactly the same values on every attribute.

It can cause issues for methods based on nearest-neighbors. Take LOF for instance. The

local reachability density of an instance becomes infinite if there are more than k duplicates

sharing the same spatial coordinate as that instance.

There are a few solutions being used in the past. The first and most simple solution

is removing the duplicates. However, the drawback is that important information may

also be removed and normal instances with many duplicates in the original dataset may

be identified as outliers as a result. The second solution is to define the density based on

the number of instances as introduced in [197]. Another solution is described in [30] as

using the k-distinct-distance, which is to find the neighborhood that contains instances of
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k distinct spatial coordinates. Goldstein et al. [59] have used a similar approach in which

the duplicates are removed but the number of these duplicates are kept as a weight, which

is later used in computing the densities. The approach we adopted to handle duplicates is

similar to k-distinct-distance in which we count the nearest neighbors with zero-distance

only once if they exist and find other k − 1 neighbors regardless of whether they are

duplicates or not. For example, we set k to 20 and there are 10 other instances sharing

the same spatial coordinate with the target instance. We include all of the 10 instances

in the k-nearest-neighborhood and also search for the rest of the 19 neighbors. There can

be duplicates in those 19 neighbors but no special treatment is performed on them. With

this approach, we have managed to avoid infinite densities in a very simple way.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed methods, we use the elapsed execution time as

the metric. We want to compare the execution time of MR-LOF and MR-LOF-LSH-CU

as well as to figure out how much time the cross-partition updating process costs. We

also want to know how the execution time diminishes on different datasets as the scale of

parallelism builds up.

We use recall as the metric to evaluate the accuracy of MR-LOF-LSH and MR-LOF-

LSH-CU. The recall is defined as the number of correctly detected outliers divided by the

number of total outliers in the dataset. As stated previously, we have set different numbers

of outliers for the three datasets. The outliers are selected by picking the top LOF scores

among the entire dataset, which are generated by the original centralized version of the

LOF algorithm. Since the result of MR-LOF is the same as the centralized LOF, we only

apply the accuracy evaluation on MR-LOF-LSH and MR-LOF-LSH-CU, to test how well

they approximate the original results.

5.5 Experimental Results

5.5.1 Elapsed Execution Time

In this subsection, we first contrast the execution time of MR-LOF-LSH-CU and MR-LOF

against centralized LOF on a cluster of 10 nodes. Then we compare the execution time of
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Figure 5.1: Execution time comparison on a cluster of 10 nodes

MR-LOF-LSH-CU and MR-LOF on various cluster sizes as well as evaluate the scalability

of MR-LOF-LSH-CU. To ensure decent usage of the cluster resources such as virtual CPUs

and memory, we set nPartition to 2× nNodes.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the elapsed execution time difference between MR-LOF-LSH-CU,

MR-LOF and the centralized LOF in a scenario where the two distributed methods MR-

LOF-LSH-CU and MR-LOF, are tested on a cluster of 10 nodes. The gain in runtime is

obvious. MR-LOF is shown to reduce the execution time by a factor of 24 to 29 times,

compared to the centralized LOF. MR-LOF-LSH further minimizes the execution time by

a factor of 2.4 to 9.9 times compared to MR-LOF.

Figure 5.2 demonstrates the execution time difference between MR-LOF-LSH-CU and

MR-LOF with 3, 7 and 10 nodes. It shows that MR-LOF-LSH-CU guarantees at least

half of execution time to be reduced compared to MR-LOF. The most highly contrasting

example is CoverType with 10 nodes, where MR-LOF takes nearly 10-folds of the time

MR-LOF-LSH-CU needs. The performance gain results from the reduced shuffle cost and

computation complexity. Instead of broadcasting every partition to every other node, MR-

LOF-LSH-CU computes its LOF scores locally and only broadcasts a small number of

candidates.
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Figure 5.2: Execution time comparison varying the cluster size
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Figure 5.2 also demonstrates that MR-LOF enjoys less execution time improvement

with an increasing size of the cluster. Take the CoverType dataset for example, from 3

nodes to 7 nodes, the execution time of MR-LOF-LSH-CU decreases by 78% while that of

MR-LOF is only 56%. When the cluster scale increases to 10 nodes, the execution time

reduction ratios become 50% versus 6%.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.4, although MR-LOF’s time complexity for computation

decreases linearly with p, the number of partitions, its shuffle cost increases linearly with

p. This means that with a fixed size of the dataset, using more slave nodes gives rise to

linearly more data to be transferred across the network. Data transferring (shuffling) is

expensive for distributed computing because it involves data serialization, loading data to

disk, transmitting over the network, loading the data back to memory and serialization.

Therefore, MR-LOF can have difficulty scaling to high parallelism.

We have also studied the scalability of MR-LOF-LSH-CU. The left column of Figure 5.3

demonstrates the execution times concerning an increasing number of slave nodes in a

cluster. As expected, the execution time drops sharply as the number of nodes increases.

To evaluate how well the algorithm scales, we have designed the speedup graph as

presented in the right column of Figure 5.3. For an cluster with n nodes employed, the

speedup is defined as Sn = Tb
Tn
· b
n
, where Tn is the execution time of n nodes and Tb is

the time of b nodes as a baseline. We set b to 3 for our experiments. Semantically, Sn

represents the “average gain” of the nodes in terms of execution time reduction, against

the baseline case of b nodes. For instance, suppose a cluster of 3 nodes needs 20s to run the

algorithm on a dataset. If the time for 6 nodes is reduced by half, the speedup for 6 nodes

is 20/10× 3/6 = 1, which means in the case of 6 nodes, the “average gain” of the nodes in

terms of execution time reduction is the same as when there are only 3 nodes. However, if

the execution time in the case of 6 nodes is one-fourth of 10 nodes, the speedup becomes

20/5×3/6 = 2, which means the “average gain” of 6 nodes is twice as much as when there

are 3 nodes.

According to our previous conclusions on complexity analysis, the major portions of

the shuffle cost and time complexity for MR-LOF-LSH-CU are N · m and O

((
N
p

)2
)

respectively. The shuffle cost does not involve p while the time complexity for computation

involves p−2. Hence we could conjecture that the speedup should exhibit a linear-like

relationship with the number of nodes. As a result, Synthetic dataset basically conforms

to this conjecture and CoverType dataset demonstrates a nice linear relationship.
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Figure 5.3: Test of Scalability of MR-LOF-LSH-CU
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On the contrary, the speedup of KDDCup99 dataset deteriorates slightly as the scale

of the cluster increases. One of the possible factors contributing to this result might be

the imbalanced partitions. We have discovered in our experiments that the data partitions

generated with LSH-partitioning can sometimes be very imbalanced, making the signifi-

cantly larger partitions take much longer time to be processed thus elongating the overall

execution time.

This problem is called the straggler tasks. Some methods in literature have been pro-

posed to mitigate this issue [198]. In our LSH-partitioning method, we have made use

of TeraSort to sort the data and balance the loads, based on the approximate data dis-

tribution information obtained through sampling. However, data imbalance still happens

and can lead to very different results of elapsed execution time. As the size of the dataset

escalates, the imbalance can get more dramatic. Therefore, a better load balancing tech-

nique is needed for LSH data partitioning, which will be investigated in our future work. A

straightforward solution would be to infer the boundaries in the exactly even segementation

based on the result of TeraSort, then perform repartitioning according to these boundaries.

However the repartitioning incurs the shuffling of the entire dataset. Another way of opti-

mization would be to improve the quality of the distribution information by using a larger

sample size or a better sampling method, etc.

5.5.2 Evaluation of Recall with Different Numbers of Partitions

and Candidate Sizes

To evaluate the accuracy on different datasets, we vary the number of partitions from 10 to

40 and extend the candidate size from 1-fold of the outlier size to 10-fold. The results are

detailed by Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. Note that in our actual experiments, 10-

fold candidates are selected as the output of MR-LOF-LSH, which are sorted in descending

order by the LOF. The LOFs of these 10-fold candidates are then updated by cross-partition

updating. We take as many as candidateT imes-fold top outliers from the output 10-fold

outliers, with candidateT imes from 1 to 10, to get the recall ratios. That is why MR-LOF-

LSH and MR-LOF-LSH-CU always reach the same point when candidateT imes turns 10

in these figures.

As we can see, in general, the patterns of the curves for the 3 datasets remain basically

the same, regardless of nPartitions. What usually changes is the values of the starting

point and the ending point. For instance, with regard to CoverType, MR-LOF-LSH-CU
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Figure 5.4: Test of recall on Synthetic dataset against different settings of nPartitions
and candidateT imes
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Figure 5.5: Test of recall on CoverType dataset against different settings of nPartitions
and candidateT imes
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Figure 5.6: Test of recall on KDDCup99 dataset against different settings of nPartitions
and candidateT imes
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constantly outperforms MR-LOF-LSH, which always stays ahead of MR-LOF-RD but their

recall ratios all decrease with an increasing number of partitions. This means that we can

reasonably predict the patterns of the results as the cluster escalates in size.

The results of CoverType dataset exhibit a clear trend that the recall of all the three

algorithms gradually drops as the number of partitions rises. The recall for 10-fold can-

didate drops from 0.926 in 10 partitions to 0.548 in 40 partitions. Also, the candidate

size needed to reach the peak or approximate the peak increases as the nPartitions grow,

from 2 in 10 partitions to around 5 in 40 partitions. This should be the expected trend

for most datasets because generally speaking, the more partitions the original dataset is

divided into, the more likely instances are separated from their actual k-nearest neighbors,

thus leading to a less accurate result of LOF scores. However, the benefit of raising the

number of the partitions is obvious: increase the level of parallelism and reduce the overall

execution time. Interestingly, KDDCup99 and Synthetic do not very much conform to

this trend. The recall of KDDCup99 only drops slightly with 1-fold candidate size but is

not affected with larger candidate size, against the escalation of nPartitions, while the

Synthetic dataset does not seem to be affected at all. We conjecture that this is due to

the dense distribution of inliers for KDDCup99 and Synthetic, which makes data points

able to find most of their actual neighbors locally or the local neighbors are in resemblant

positions as the actual neighbors.

MR-LOF-RD performs poorly on CoverType and especially on KDDCup99, compared

to MR-LOF-LSH. As for CoverType, with 10 partitions, the recall of MR-LOF-RD is 0.539

at maximum and it drops to 0.154 with 40 partitions while the recall of MR-LOF-LSH-

CU is almost always several times higher than that. As for KDDCup99, the recall of

MR-LOF-RD is steadily around 0.01. This indicates that the LSH-partitioning is very

effective at mapping similar data instances into close hash values for those two datasets

thus leads to considerably accurate approximations of LOF. However, this does not hold

for the Synthetic dataset, according to Figure 5.4. Instead, the MR-LOF-RD constantly

stays ahead of MR-LOF-LSH and surpasses MR-LOF-LSH-CU at a point. We believe that

this is due to the highly dense distributions of the inliers instances in the Synthetic dataset,

leaving outliers easy to detect in any way of partitioning.

Finally, we look at how MR-LOF-LSH-CU improves the recall. For CoverType and

Synthetic, MR-LOF-LSH-CU performs better when the candidate size is small. It makes

the recall reach the peak or draw close to the peak value with fewer candidates. This

means that when MR-LOF-LSH-CU is applied, we can have more confidence in the tip-top
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candidates. This property comes useful in cases where a very limited number of output

outliers is required due to the expensive analysis cost on potential outliers and limited

resources. However, MR-LOF-LSH-CU does not perform well with the KDDCup99 dataset,

where MR-LOF-LSH’s recall reaches nearly 100% with only 2-fold candidates in all the

cases of different nPartitions. Perhaps for some datasets we can consider using the union

of the tip-top candidates from both MR-LOF-LSH-CU and MR-LOF-LSH as the final

outlier output in practical scenarios.

5.5.3 Impact of Varying LSH-related Parameters on Recall

Previously we have seen the effect of varying candidate size and the number of partitions

on the recall. Here we also evaluate MR-LOF-LSH by changing w, also known as the

“width” of the LSH function, and the number of LSH functions. The candidate size is set

to only 2-fold of the outlier size. 10 partitions are used for each experiment.

Note that choosing the best w is not an easy problem [199]. With an inappropriately

large w, the number of resultant LSH bins can be too small, and thus the LSH bins are

unable to represent the dissimilarities of the data instances effectively. An extreme case is

that when w is large enough, all the output hash values are zero. On the other hand, if w

is overly small, the consequence could be that some data instances with minor Euclidean

distance to each other end up with very different hash values. Our choice of w in previous

experiments is based on the empirical results of this subsection.

It is generally believed that the effect of different w is highly correlated with the data

distribution. Hence we can expect the changes on w affect each dataset differently. Fig-

ure 5.7 illustrates the effect of different choices of w on the recall. The recall for each

dataset fluctuates between a range: 0.74 to 0.91 for Synthetic, 0.30 to 0.55 for CoverType

and 0.81 to 0.99 for KDDCup99. Empirically speaking, the optimal w for Synthetic resides

around 0.1 and 0.2. It is also around 0.1 and 02 for CoverType and 0.8 to 1.0 with regard

to KDDCup99.

Figure 5.8 shows the effect of varying nLSHFunctions on the recall. To our surprise,

different values of nLSHFunctions do not seem to have a big impact on the recall of

outliers detection. Additionally, there are seemingly no conspicuous patterns that can be

induced from the results: using one LSH function for the first layer does not necessarily

outperforms having 25 LSH functions. More investigation on how to obtain the optimal

value of nLSHFunctions will be performed in the future work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented a baseline distributed solution for LOF in Spark: MR-

LOF and then an efficient distributed algorithm in Spark: MR-LOF-LSH that can detect

top-N outliers with high confidence.

MR-LOF, implemented with Apache Spark, produces exactly the same LOF result as

the centralized LOF algorithm. In order to do so, the dataset in numerous partitions

is broadcast across the cluster and with the MapReduce paradigm, the exact k-NN are

discovered for each data instance. Built upon the k-NN, the k-distance, local reachability

density (LRD) and the final LOF for each data instance are computed in a step-by-step

fashion. However, one machine only contains a portion of the dataset while each step

requires global information. Hence, high shuffle cost is inevitable.

MR-LOF-LSH is an approximate method expediting the data processing while still

producing promising results on the top outliers. MR-LOF-LSH utilizes a two-layered LSH

strategy to partition the dataset so that data instances closer to each other in terms of

Euclidean distance are more likely to be distributed to the same partition. Based on

this property of the partitions, the approximate LOF for each data instance is computed

locally without communicating with other machines in the cluster. To provide more reliable

results, we verify the top candidates selected based on the locally computed LOF through

a process named cross-partition updating, in which the actual k-NN of the top candidates

are found in the entire dataset.
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We have also conducted experiments to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the

proposed algorithms. We have measured the elapsed execution time for the centralized

LOF as well as MR-LOF and MR-LOF-LSH on different cluster sizes. The results reveal

that with a cluster of only 3 nodes, MR-LOF can achieve a factor of 7 to 10 time speedup

compared to the centralized LOF and 24 to 29 time speedup when we raise the cluster size

to 10 nodes. MR-LOF-LSH further reduces the execution time by a factor of 2.4 to 9.9

times compared to MR-LOF, thanks to the fully distributed computation of local LOF.

The results also highlight that MR-LOF-LSH scales well with the cluster size escalating

on most of the datasets we have used.

Additionally, we use recall as the metric to evaluate how well MR-LOF-LSH approxi-

mates the original LOF algorithm in terms of identified top outliers, namely the ratio of

correctly identified top outliers to the number of top outliers. The results show that even

though the recall drops as the number of partitions increases, MR-LOF-LSH can achieve a

recall of around 0.9 on all the datasets with 20 partitions. The recall remains as high as over

0.9 on CoverType dataset and KDDCup99 dataset even with 40 partitions. To highlight

the benefit of LSH data partitioning, we compared MR-LOF-LSH with MR-LOF-RD, the

latter using randomly partitioned dataset. The results show that MR-LOF-LSH signifi-

cantly outperforms MR-LOF-RD in terms of the recall against different parameter settings,

except on the Synthetic dataset, where the random partitioning performs almost equally

with LSH partitioning. We believe this is due to the highly dense distributions of inliers in

the Synthetic dataset. The tests also show that on most of the datasets, the cross-partition

updating strategy can effectively improve the recall with a limited candidate size.

In conclusion, MR-LOF-LSH along with cross-partition updating is a highly scalable

and reliable solution for distributed LOF which enables outlier detection in a large scale

of datasets.

6.2 Future Work

Before concluding this report, we would like to list some ideas and directions on how this

work can be extended in the future.

• Leveraging pruning strategies to accelerate the discovery of top-N outliers

For many applications, the most interest is laid on the most extreme outliers, those

with the highest LOF scores. Our experiments conform to this setting, and a fixed
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number of outliers are made the target. In MR-LOF-LSH-CU, the top candidates

with the highest approximate LOF scores are picked out and sent for cross-partition

updating. However, it is not necessary to compute all the LOF scores of each in-

dividual instances in order to single out the top candidates. A number of pruning

strategies [114, 186] have been proposed in the past to accelerate the top-N outlier

detection, with which some data instances can be eliminated before their LOF scores

are computed. It would be very useful to integrate pruning methods into our frame-

work. For example, the initial boundaries related to pruning can be obtained through

global computation then are shared among every machine in the cluster. With these

boundaries used in pruning, the process of local computation of LOF on each machine

can be more efficient.

• Applying more efficient k-NN search techniques to accelerate the local

computation of LOF

In our implementation, the basic nested loop method is used to search for k-NN in

a way of sequential scanning. As mentioned before, the k-NN search technique is

a pluggable component of the MR-LOF-LSH framework and thus can be replaced

by more efficient techniques in the hope of higher efficiency. For datasets of low to

medium dimensionality, an efficient indexing structure, such as R-trees [103] and X-

trees [104], would be useful. Moreover, approximate nearest neighbor techniques [98,

177] can be employed in the case of high-dimensional datasets, despite the fact that

the approximate k-NN techniques make the result more “approximate”. In order

to produce more accurate and reliable results, a potentially feasible direction is to

communicate the intermediate results with other machines in the cluster to obtain a

“global” version of some variables.

• Improving LSH data partitioning

The first issue that needs more investigation is how to determine the optimal parame-

ters for LSH, mainly w and nLSHFunctions. Our experimental results show that the

w producing the best performance varies with different datasets. But is there a way

to automatically find such a w based on the available dataset? In addition to that, we

have not yet drawn a conclusion on the pattern of how the number of LSH functions

affect the resulting recall and how to choose the best nLSHFunctions accordingly.

The second issue about our LSH partitioning method is that a better load-balancing

strategy is required. The current partitioning method uses TeraSort to sort the

data instances based on the second-layer LSH value and conduct the partitioning
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accordingly. This may have led to the performance deterioration in the experiments

conducted on KDDCup99 dataset as mentioned previously in Section 5.5.1.

• Developing a distributed outlier detection ensemble

Ensembling is a way of optimizing the trade-off between bias and variance by com-

bining the results of multiple models. Ensemble analysis is well studied in super-

vised machine learning [200, 201]. In the unsupervised context, ensembling can also

be useful, based on the fact that there exists unknown ground truth even though

the training data is unlablled [202]. Ensembling is very compatible with the dis-

tributed setting because different models can be distributedly trained in parallel.

Therefore, it would be interesting to develop a distributed outlier detection ensemble

hierarchy, combining multiple outlier detectors of different types (e.g., k-NN based,

clustering-based, projection-based, one-class random forest, etc.). Moreover, some

recent works [27, 80, 90, 203] have demonstrated the advantage of training the out-

lier detectors with subsamples of the available data. The distributed data storage

is very suitable for subsampling. Thus it would be beneficial and convenient to in-

corporate the subsampling technique into the distributed outlier detection ensemble

architecture.

• Applying effective dimension reduction techniques to speed up the outlier

detection

When the number of dataset dimensions becomes high, the extended runtime becomes

a problem. Thus it is very useful to reduce the data dimensions while still preserv-

ing important information in preprocessing. Some well-known dimension reduction

methods include principal component analysis (PCA) [204], autoencoder neural net-

works [205,206], locally linear embedding [207], sparse random projection [208], etc.

An interesting question is how to tailor the dimension-reduction specifically for a

given outlier detection method.
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